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Sa t u r d a y , m a y  t h e  T e n t h  
Two T h o u s a n d  Eig h t  
Ad a m s  C e n t e r  
m is s o u e a
The University of Montana
Annual
fimmonoomon'"
1 Mi 13 .,. JJ JJ...... Jl. . . ■.
OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
Head Marshal
Louis Hayes
Chair of the Faculty Senate
M arshals
Karen Hill
Chair o f  Applied Arts and Sciences
James W. Burfeind
Professor o f Sociology
Bambi Douma
Associate Professor, School o f  Business Administration
Reed Humphrey
C hair o f  Physical Therapy
---------------------------------------* x * ---------------------------------------
The carillon concert has been made possible by the 
generous contributions from the Coffee Memorial 
Fund, Mrs. Hugh Galusha, Jr., William Gallagher, 
the First Bank Western Montana-Missoula, and 
other donations through the UM Foundation to 
restore the carillon.
The concerts before and after the exercises will be 
performed by Professor Nancy Cooper.
--------------------------------- ---------------------------------------






























The Colors, Marshals, the Faculty, Candidates for Degrees, Members of the Governing Boards, 
Guests of Honor, Deans, Vice Presidents and the President
PRESEN TATION OF COLORS
National Anthem......Hilary Dersam
The Star Spangled Banner 
Oh, say, can you see by the dawn’s early light 
W hat so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight 
O ’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming.
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say, does that Star Spangled Banner yet wave 
O ’er the land of the free and the home of the brave.
INVOCATION......................................................Father Jim Hogam -  Pastor Emeritus, Christ The King Parish
W ELCOME........................................................................................................Dr. George M. Dennison -  President
PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DEGREE.......................................Dr. George M. Dennison -  President
PRESENTATION OF ALUMNI...............................................Mr. William Johnston — Director, The University
o f Montana Alumni Association
COMMENCEMENT A D D RESS............................................................. Robert M. Kim m itt- Deputy Secretary
for the U.S. Treasury Department
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES....................................Dr. Royce Engstrom -  Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs
CONFERRING OF DEGREES.................................................................... Dr. George M. Dennison -  President
State Song......Hilary Dersam
Montana, My Montana
Our chosen state, all hail to thee,
Montana, my Montana 
Thou has thy portion with the free,
Montana, my Montana!
From shore to shore, from sea to sea 
Oh, may thy name full honored be 




T he A udience is requested to rem ain standing w hile the procession  passes.
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ORDER OF EXERCISES
College of Arts and Sciences 
College of Technology
2 :0 0  P.M. 
PROCESSIONAL
Brass Ensemble
Quintet A Quintet B
Trumpet: Eric Bush Michael Hamling
Corrine Smith Jason Fox
Horn: Daniel Lande Thomas Baty
Trombone: Ryan Sheldon Erin Knutson




The Colors, Marshals, the Faculty, Candidates for Degrees, Members of the Governing Boards, 
Guests of Honor, Deans, Vice Presidents and the President
PRESENTATION OF COLORS
National Anthem......Joel Wolcott
The Star Spangled Banner 
Oh, say, can you see by the dawn’s early light 
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight 
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming.
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
Oh, say, does that Star Spangled Banner yet wave 
O ’er the land of the free and the home of the brave.
INVOCATION.....................................................Father Jim Hogam -  Pastor Emeritus, Christ The King Parish
W ELCOME....................................................................................................... Dr. George M. Dennison -  President
COMMENCEMENT AD D RESS............................................................ Robert M. Kim m itt- Deputy Secretary
fcrr the U.S. Treasury Department
PRESENTATION OF CANDIDATES....................................Dr. Royce Engstrom -  Provost and Vice President
for Academic Affairs
CONFERRING OF DEGREES................................................................... Dr. George M. Dennison -  President
State Song......Joel Wolcott
Montana, My Montana
Our chosen state, all hail to thee,
Montana, my Montana 
Thou has thy portion with the free,
Montana, my Montana!
From shore to shore, from sea to sea 
Oh, may thy name full honored be 
Symbol of strength and loyalty 
Montana, my Montana!
BENEDICTION............................................................................................................................... Father Jim Hogan
RECESSIONAL...................................................................................................................................Brass Ensemble
T he A udience is requested to rem ain standing w hile the procession passes.
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^  Honorary Degree
The Honorary Degree, Doctor of Fine Arts, is being awarded to Firman H. 
“Bo” Brown in recognition of a lifetime dedicated to teaching, scholarship, 
and service to educational theatre.
^  2007 Distinguished Alumni Awards ^
Receiving Distinguished Alumni Awards this past fall at Homecoming were:
Shane Bishop
1986 graduate in Journalism 
Paul Caine
1956 UM graduate in Business Administration 
A1 Kelley
1955 UM  graduate in Forestry 
Harley Lewis
1963 UM  graduate in Education; 1964 UM  master’s degree 
in Health and Physical Education.
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^  Charter Day Awards ^
Receiving awards at Charter Day 2 0 0 8 , were:
Sean Gibbons, ASUM  Student Service Award 
Professor Casey Charles, Robert T. Pantzer Award 
Terry Payne, Neil S. Bucklew Presidential Service Award 
Professor Jeffrey Greene, Montana Faculty Service Award 
Linda McCarthy, Montana Alumni Award 
Steve Running, The George and Jane Dennison Faculty Award 
Juana Alcala, George M. Dennison Presidential Staff Award
^  Most Inspirational Teacher Award ^
Colin Henderson, Faculty, Department of Applied Arts and Sciences, College 
of Technology, has been named the most inspirational faculty member for the 
2007-2008 year. The recipient was selected by a vote of seniors graduated in 
2007. Silent Sentinel, a student service organization, administers this award. 
A  cash award is presented to the recipient by Silent Sentinel.
^  Distinguished Teacher Award ^
Sara Hayden, Professor, Department of Communication Studies, has been 
selected to receive the Distinguished Teacher Award. The recipient was selected 
by the Faculty Development Committee. The University of Montana Founda­
tion presents a cash award to the recipient
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^  J.B. Speer Award for 
Distinguished Administrative Service
Jean Gee, Associate Athletic Director, Intercollegiate Athletics, has been se­
lected to receive the Administrative Service Award. The recipient was chosen 
by The University of Montana Administrators for outstanding service to the 
University.
^  Distinguished Service to ^  
International Education Award
Marc Hendrix, Professor, Department of Geosciences
The recipient was chosen by the International Committee to recognize an 
outstanding record of distinguished service to international education at The 
University of Montana.
^  John Ruffatto Memorial Award ^
Charles M. Thompson, Professor, Department of Biomedical and Pharmaceuti­
cal Sciences, was selected to receive this award. John Ruffatto and Bill Papesh 
created this award to recognize a UM  professor who gains practical knowledge 
through involvement in business and then communicated this knowledge to 
The University of Montana students.
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^  Excellence in Job Performance ^  
Outstanding Staff Award
Patricia Collins, Circulation/Copy Services and Interlibrary Loan Manager, 
Mansfield Library, was selected for this award by a Staff Senate committee from 
campus-wide nominations.
^  Campus Interaction and Meritorious 4r 
Job Performance -  Outstanding Staff Award
Angela Priest, Administrative Associate, Faculty-Staff Wellness, was selected for 
this award by a Staff Senate committee from campus-wide nominations.
^  Outstanding Teamwork Award ^
Enrollment Services Recruiters received this award which recognizes an of­
fice, unit department or group of staff members for working exceptionally well 
together to perform the assigned mission.
^  Outstanding Mentoring Award
Richmond Clow, Professor, Department of Native American Studies
This award recognizes a faculty member who has contributed substantially to 
the career development and retention of untenured but tenure-track faculty.
^  Outstanding Service 
to the Campus Community Award
Mary Kamensky, Administrative Officer, Graduate School
This award recognizes outstanding service to the campus community by an 
individual who serves campus employees.
A
^  Outstanding Service to Students Award ^
Karen Hurd, Administrative Assistant, Environmental Studies Program, re­
ceived this award in recognition of outstanding contributions by an individual 
who provides competent, courteous service to students.
^  Tom Boone Town and Gown Award ^
James Lopach, Professor and Chair, Department of Political Science, received 
this award which was established to recognize those faculty members who foster a 
deeper understanding between the University and Missoula through community 
involvement.
^  Nancy Borgmann Diversity Award ^
Udo Fluck, Director, Multicultural Learning Solutions and Adjunct Assistant 
Professor, Department of Geography, has been selected to receive the Annual 
Diversity Award. Criteria for Selection of the recipient of this award included 
a commitment to increase diversity among employees and students on the 
University campus.
^  Outstanding Volunteer Award ^
Barbara Reider, Professor, Department of Accounting and Finance 
(VITA Program Alaska Volunteer Income Tax Assistance)
This award acknowledges an individual who has volunteered time and expertise 
that contributes to the academic success and learning experience of students 
at The University of Montana.
^  Graduate Assistant Teaching Award ^
Eric Keeling
Division of Biological Sciences
This new award is sponsored by C T F, the Graduate Council and the Provost 
Office. The award is presented to the graduate teaching assistant recognized 
for exemplary instruction at The University of Montana.
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^  Distinguished Scholar Award ^
James Sears
Professor, Department of Geosciences
The Faculty Development Committee selected the Distinguished Scholar 
Award recipient.
^  Academic Administrator Award ^
Jon Stannard
Director, Upward Bound
The recipient was chosen from nominations submitted by faculty and staff 
to recognize outstanding performance by an academic departmental chair or 
program director.
^  Outstanding Service ^  
to the External Community Award
Nancy Wilson
Director, ASUM  Office of Transportation 
This award recognizes outstanding service to the external community by an 
individual who works with businesses, organizations, and the general public.
------------------ CLASS BANNERS ❖ -----------------------
The class banners which are displayed above the stage are part of the University’s 
history. From 1898 until 1970 a class banner or flag was designed and constructed 
every year by members of the graduating class. After 1970 the tradition was dis­
continued. A  group of seniors restored that tradition in 1993. The class of 2008  
banner is displayed along with the banners of the reunion alumni classes of 1938, 
1948 and 1958. This year’s class banner was designed by Sarah Windsor, Senior, 
German and English, and Deborah Woody, Sophomore, German.
------------------- 4 -  HONOR CORDS --------------------
Some of the students graduating today are wearing honor cords. Those wearing silver 
cords will graduate with honors. Those wearing gold cords graduate with high hon­
ors. The students wearing red cords are members of the Mortar Board, a national 
senior honorary society. Those wearing purple cords are members of Rho Chi, the 
Pharmacy Honor Society. Those wearing blue, gold and brown cords are members of 
Gamma Theta Upsilon, the Geography Honor Society. Those wearing green cords are 
members of the Order of Omega, a leadership honorary society for members of Greek 
organizations. Those wearing maroon cords are graduating as University Scholars in 
the Davidson Honors College. Those wearing gold and blue cords are members of 
Golden Key, a national honor society. Those wearing violet, gold and lavender cords 
are members of Pi Mu Epsilon, the Mathematics Honor Society.
-------- 4r CANDIDATES FO R DEGREES ---------
Some of the students whose names appear in this program already have com­
pleted their degrees at the end of the past summer or autumn semesters. The 
other students are expected to receive their degrees and honors at the conclusion 
of this semester, provided they successfully meet all requirements.
--------------- HONORED ALUMNI -> --------------------
Graduates from the Classes of 1938, 1948, and 1958 have joined us to partici­
pate in commencement and celebrate their 70th, 60th and 50th anniversaries. 
Members of the Class of 1948 are wearing silver robes and members of the Class 
of 1958 are wearing gold robes.
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Faculty Retirees
— * * —
The faculty members listed below 
have elected to retire 
after many years of service.
A number will continue to teach 
on a part'time basis.
The University of Montana thanks them 
for their outstanding service.
---------- K ----------
Todd C o ch ra n ..............................Pharmaceutical Sciences
Carl F ied ler................................... College of Forestry and Conservation
Karen H ill ...................................... College of Technology
Carol H inricher........................... College of Technology
Maxine Jaco b so n .........................Social Work
Coburn ‘Coby’ Joh n son ...........Mansfield Library
Ken Lockridge..............................History
Ross Lodahl................................... College of Technology
Anthony M attina.........................Anthropology




E d W a a li .........................................Chemistry
M argaret W afstet.........................College of Technology
Richard W a lto n ........................... Philosophy
Jim W illiam son........................... Mathematics
Hans Zuuring.................................College of Forestry and Conservation
CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES 
College of Technology
The candidates will be presented by Barry H. Good 
Dean of the College of Technology
Building Maintenance 
3 William Edward Ambrose 
3 Frederick Lee Artis 
3 David Lawrance Bakker Jr.
3 Christopher Allen Bauerle
3 Rudy E. Chavez
4 Justin B. Curtis
3 Debra Mollenberg Ehret 
3 Daniel A. Gies 
3 David T. Kallis 
3 Marx T. Kemmer 
3 John Ryan Lehman 
With Honors 
3 Douglas B. Mitchell 
3 Scott D. Nordgulen
2 Jeffery Martin Philpott
3 Henry W. Reed
3 Gerard Richard Weber
Computer System Technician 
3 Christine Elizabeth Sellars 
Culinary Arts
3 Allen David Christensen 
With Honors 
3 Francine Marie Egge 
3 Jonah Sage Elliott 
3 Kyla Ann Irish 
3 Kevin Alan Krasovich 
3 Kayla R. Paddock 
3 Brandon Lee Sandoval 
2 Joscelyn Kay VanSickler 
With High Honors
Customer Relations 
2 Kelly Marie Hutson
2 Julie A. Roberts
With Honors
3 Brianna Pamela Smith
With High Honors 
3 Jackie Dee Tribble
Heavy Equipment Operation 
3 Darren Joe Andrews 
With Honors 
3 Reece James Bailey 
3 Ross Allen Bishop 
With Honors 
3 John J. Brunssen 
3 Joseph William Bush 
With Honors
3 Matthew Douglas Caltrider 
3 Tuckerman James Doucette 
3 Garrit Evan Frasure
1 Conferred Summer 2007
2 Conferred Fall 2007 
’ Conferred Spring 2008 
’ Summer 2008
3 David Anthony House 
3 Craig Merrill Kesler 
3 Bijouly Bee Moua 
3 Jacob Dale Schultz 
3 Richard Edmond Shell 
3 Bradley R. Smith 
3 Thomas Lee Steiger 
3 Shawn E. Stout 
With High Honors 
3 T J Wayne Wanken
Medical Reception
3 Crystal Ann Bonagofski 
1 Marina N. Grib 
With High Honors
3 Rose Marie Horton
4 Natasha V. Lenchuk
With High Honors
3 Haylee Emeline Linville
With High Honors
4 Renee Indigo Paulson 
3 Erika Marie Soucie
Pharmacy Technology 
3 Marlene Renee’ Avery 
With High Honors 
3 Teresa Elizabeth Anne Baker 
1 Michael V. Bush 
With High Honors
3 Robin Lee Forbes 
1 Sara Pearl Kubas
4 Julie Ann Lane 
3 Alex A. Larson
3 Krisinda Cheri’ Ragsdale 
3 Stephanie Lynn Tobel 
3 Casey J. Vervick
1 Erin Lynne Westmoreland 
3 Shari Lynn Wheeler
With High Honors
Practical Nursing 
3 Tricia LaRee Bierer 
With High Honors
2 Marcie Ellyn Brooker
3 Timothy J. Buhl
With High Honors
2 Lori Marie Collins
3 Kevin B. Corra
2 Leah Anne Duchschere
2 Shannon Leslie Duncan
3 David McGrath Ellis
With High Honors 
3 Angela C. Emery 
With High Honors 
3 Melanie Annette Gazdag 
With High Honors 
3 Nancy Merritt Gede 
With Honors
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2 Amy Ann Hammer 
With Honors 
2 Paige N. Harlan 
With High Honors
2 Stephanie Marie Hewitt
With Honors
3 Kristina Marie High 
3 Kathryn E. Homer
W ith High Honors 
3 Melissa Nadene Jeppesen 
2 Eva LaRee Jessop 
W ith Honors
2 Nicolle Marie Joseph
3 Krista Marie Kempthome 
2 William J. Kendrick
2 Shawn Kevin Kitley
W ith High Honors
1 Sarah Michelle Kvinta
With High Honors
3 Karen Farris Laing
With High Honors
2 Melinda K. Laird
2 Emily Fox Lorenze
3 Kassandra Louise Marjerrison
2 Robert J. McCrea
With High Honors
3 Ashley McQuarrie
3 Veronica Lynn Nelsen 
1 Jennifer Lynn Nunn 
W ith High Honors 
3 Janna Kay Raddatz 
W ith High Honors 
3 Samantha Lee Reckson 
W ith High Honors
3 Wendy Lee Rector 
3 Cassandra Louise Robinson 
W ith High Honors 
2 Melinda M. Ruscitti 
With Honors
2 Jennifer R. Squires
3 Darin Joseph Strieker
With Honors
2 Jennifer Jo Thompson
W ith High Honors
3 Arum Puspita Wati Vang 
3 Barbara G. Von Lanken
With High Honors 
3 Lisa Irene Waddell 
3 Eric J. Way
2 Allison Marie Welter
Recreational Power Equipment
3 Kevin Cline
3 Lawrence Richard Conner II 
With Honors 
3 Tim Ryan Dommer 
3 Gaylen R. Hoemer 
3 Andrew William Housman 
3 Jeffrey Lee Hoyt 
3 Arthur Albert Stein 
With High Honors
Sales and Marketing 
3 Franklin E. Allum 
3 Christine Elizabeth Sellars 
3 Tara Lynn Shisler
1 Andrea Michelle Withey
Welding Technology
2 Wayne Alan Rogers
CANDIDATES FOR ASSOCIATE DEGREES 
College of Technology
The candidates will be presented by Barry H. Good 
Dean of the College o f Technology
THE DEGREE OF Associate of Applied Administrative Management
Science
Accounting Technology 
3 Samantha Nicole Collins 
3 Kathryn M. Fisher 
With High Honors
2 Patricia Ray Gieser
3 Laci Danyalle Goodwin 
3 Jill K. Holmberg
3 Megan Nicole King
2 Abra Jolene Plemmons
With Honors
1 Brent Andrew Schwartznau
3 Chenoa Ty Smith
3 Sara Marie Sullivan 
3 Karla Jo Tecca 
With High Honors 
3 Trinette G. VanVallis
2 Jackie L. Wood
4 Karen A. Albee 
2 Kelly Marie Hutson 
2 Julie A. Roberts 
With Honors
2 Aaron Gentry Snyder
3 Jackie Dee Tribble
Carpentry
3 Bret C. Bahnmiller 
With Honors 
3 Tyler James Buxbaum 
3 Michael D. Courchene 
3 Adam Wayne Cowan 
With Honors 
3 Ryan B. Ellis 
3 William S. Hampton 
3 Kenneth James Holmlund 
3 Garrett S. Hovland
2 Jesse Owen Olson
3 Victor Hugo Reynoso
With Honors
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3 Chad Owen Swift 
3 Charles Crawford Williams 
With Honors
Computer Technology
3 Jacquelynne Suzanne Bacon 
With Honors 
3 Ryan Luke Balias 
3 Johnny Ray Burke 
3 Michelle LeeAnn Byron 
3 Malsum Manley Caibaiosai 
3 Cory D. Carlson 
3 Owen K. Davey 
With High Honors 
3 Tyson Ronald Dodge 
3 Roger David Eades II 
With Honors 
3 Joe A. Gostnell 
With Honors 
2 Teresa L. Grimes
2 Sarah S. Gundlach
With High Honors
3 Shane Thomas Heivly
With High Honors
3 Shane Thomas Heivly
With High Honors
4 Matthew Whelan Horvath 
3 Aric O. Resting
3 Ivan M. Lemeza
2 Erik E. Lodahl
4 Scott A. Mayer
3 Nikolay Todorov Mirtchev
With Honors 
3 Lex D. Movius 
With High Honors 
2 Trevor Lee Murray
2 Casey Scott Newsom
With Honors
3 Heather Nicole O’Connor
2 Joshua Lee O’Dowd
3 Robert Edward Sather
1 Aaron D. Smith
With High Honors 
3 Caleb John Sperry 
3 Ryan G. Traynor 
3 Samuel McRae Turner 
3 Jeffrey James Wood
Diesel Technology 
3 Peter D. Agne 
3 Michael Andrew Costello 
3 Andrew F. Dale 
3 Bernard Jotin Fanelli
2 Micah Dean Gilbert
3 Taylor Russel Graves
With Honors 
3 Dexter S. Hardy 
3 Travis J Heist 
With Honors
3 Daniel Alexander Lehuta 
3 Tony Dale Meineke 
3 Lucas Alan Ochsner 
With Honors 
3 Chad Wesley Overmyer 
3 Eric Chester Pietrykowski 
3 Race S. Pruyn
3 Jared La Wayne Reil 
3 Timothy John Schaff 
3 Jake Avery Sol 
With High Honors 
3 Reuben Coal Toavs 
3 Andrew Kevin Troutwine 
W ith High Honors 
3 Michael Walker 
3 Phil Edwin Winded
Electronics Technology 
3 Tom C. Burt 
3 Michael Doemer 
3 Connie Lynn Gebhardt 
3 Nicholas Todd Robert Lopez
2 Christopher David McCue
3 Curtis Mark Michalak
W ith High Honors 
3 Joshua Steven Rice 
3 Cody Allen Schliebe
2 Michael Ray Short
With Honors 
1 Ned C. Swofford
Fire and Rescue
UM Helena College of Technology 
Jacob Hill
Cordell Houston, W ith Honors
Brandon Meister Magee, W ith Honors





Zachary A. Thoeny, W ith Honors
Jared Joseph DeMers
Food Service Management 
1 Bart J. Chelmo 
W ith Honors
3 Allen David Christensen
W ith Honors 
3 Jonah Sage Elliot 
3 Kyla Ann Irish 
3 Kevin Alan Krasovich
1 Abigail Martin
W ith High Honors
2 Craig Jordon Reinhardt
With High Honors
3 Anna Gabrielle Rossi
3 Brandon Lee Sandoval 
3 Justin David Sherrard
Medical Assisting 
3 Karleen May Allsop 
With High Honors 
3 Debra Jolene Conlan 
W ith Honors
3 Susan Annette Higginbotham 
3 Roberta Dawn M. Ortegel
2 Elisabeth Marie Sparr
With Honors
3 Annette M. Spence
W ith High Honors 
3 Jamie Mae Struna 
3 Sara Beth Touchette 







3 Nicholas Anthony Adams 
3 Cathy Jo Beecher 
W ith High Honors 
3 Cody William Benzel 
3 Jessica Marie Brown 
3 Kurt Adam Bush 
W ith Honors 
3 Jordan Daniel Corson
2 Wesley Harmon
3 Lynette Ann Haskins 
3 Peter Joseph Howard 
3 Mona Lynn Hungate
3 Daric May Lehnerz
4 Randy DeWayne Reynolds
1 Mark Allen Schmidt
2 Christine E. Sellers
3 Tara Lynn Shishler
3 Audra Susann Tracy 
W ith Honors
Medical Information Technology
2 Sheila A. Amoldin
3 Crystal Ann Bonagofski 
3 Elisha Adel Buchholz
W ith Honors 
3 Erin Julia Carey
2 Danell Elizabeth Clouse
3 Nicole L. Ericksen 
2 Janine Lynette Falk 
2 Jenda R. Hemphill
W ith Honors
1 Carol Lynn Hermiston
W ith Honors
2 Kelli Jo Hughes
W ith Honors
3 Sarah Catherine Laursen 
3 Haylee Emeline Linville
W ith High Honors 
3 Joy Lynn Magstadt 
3 Rebecca Mae Miller 
W ith Honors 
3 Laura Mae Odegaard 
W ith Honors 
3 Shanda Rea Richards 
W ith High Honors
Paralegal Studies 
3 Jennifer Lee Aucoin 
3 Krystle Ann Berry 
3 Danette Lynn Christiansen 
3 Ashley E. Clark 
1 Stacy Lee Clayton 
1 Gregory Eugene Farish 
With High Honors 
3 Lane M. Foster 
With Honors 
3 Natalie A. Hammond 
3 Rebecca R. Lloyd 
W ith Honors 
3 Desarae Viola Muller 
3 Caitlin Ann Read 
3 Morgan Lee Rhodes 
3 Robert Willis Robinson 
3 Cora Ann Roloff
3 Brianna Pamela Smith 
W ith High Honors 
3 Shawnie Mae Stoker
2 Joshua Phil Timbrook
3 Kristina Marie Wallace
3 Heather Ann Winters-Jones
Radiologic Technology 
3 Alex C. Boggs 
3 Benjamin T. Brakebush 
W ith High Honors 
3 Julie Elaine Deming 
3 Darcy Ann Hall 
W ith Honors 
3 Nathan Virgil Hjelm 
3 Curtiss James Jochinsen 
3 Christy J. Martin 
With High Honors 
3 William C. Moore 
W ith High Honors 
3 Mandy Sue Randall 
3 Karen Ciel Shaffer 
3 Lucas R. Thompson 
W ith High Honors 
3 Kevin Michael Weiss 
W ith High Honors 
3 Leslie Sherrill Wells 
W ith High Honors 
3 Matthew Thomas Widhalm 
W ith High Honors
Respiratory Care 
2 Nicholas Arthur 
With High Honors 
2 Crystal Dawn Babbitt 
W ith Honors
2 Cealie Michelle Brumwell 
W ith Honors 
2 Angela M. Dean 
2 Cassandra Katheryn Franklin 
W ith Honors 
2 Darlene M. Frey 
2 Darcy Marie Halverson 
2 Jill Marie Harper 
W ith Honors 
2 Rebecca Lynn Heino 
W ith Honors 
2 Darlene J. Kester 
W ith High Honors 
2 Morgan Renee Klang 
2 Brian Lee Kline 
2 Dan Mills-Low 
With High Honors 
2 Casandra D. Roberts 
2 Matthew David Samel 
W ith High Honors 
2 Sharrie Balou Scally 
W ith Honors 
2 Alissa Marie Shaw 
With Honors 
2 Samuel N. Terkla







3 Sarah Marie Buchanan 
3 Kelli Irene Bull Shows 
3 Erika Marie Burkhartsmeyer 
With High Honors 
3 Hannah Ilene Cardarelli 
With Honors 
3 Jessica M. Diettrich 
3 Danielle Lea Gaustad 
3 Theresa Lynn Lee 
W ith Honors 
1 Jessica Lyn Macumber 
3 Amanda Michelle Ricci 
3 Brandi Nicole Shields 
3 Brittney Jo Swanson 
3 Rebekah Jean Titeca 
3 Brandi J. Van Ash 
With Honors 
3 Rose Lee Young 
3 Sandy Lynn Zeiger
Welding Technology 
3 D. Neil Fontaine 
With Honors 
3 Jacob Aaron Hanson 
With Honors
1 Brian James Hebert
2 Jesse James Kruse
3 Erik Eugene Rosich Selanders 
3 William Burton Smead
2 Robert M. Thorp
3 Steve Eugene Wheeler
THE DEGREE OF Associate of Arts 
General AA 
3 Shanda Aguirre 
3 BreeAnn Rene Beals 
With Honors 
3 Chris D. Becker 
3 Kristin Ashley Belford
2 Crystal Jean Best
3 Angela Beth Carroll
4 Christine Ann Coppock
With Honors
1 Ryan Lee Diate
3 Jay la Rae Dowson 
With Honors 
3 Loma Q. Eisma
2 Karlie Rae Elam
With Honors
1 Karla Kay Eyer
With Honors




1 Cody James Gallo
2 Alicia Ann Grimshaw
2 Gretchen Elizabeth Hamilton
2 Suniti Kathryn Hayenga
3 Aric O. Kesting
3 Rebecca Fay Kleven
1 Fumie Kobayashi
2 Melisa Ann LaFountain
3 Willard T. Levengood 
3 Leann Joyce Moore
3 Margaret Meta Nottestad
2 Kyle Lynn O ’Neill
W ith High Honors
3 Jesse Owen Olson
3 Andrea Lynn Paskert 
With High Honors
2 Katie Kristin Perrella
With Honors
3 Philip Geoffrey Perry
2 Abra Jolene Plemmons
W ith Honors
3 Linda D. Powell
2 Blair Elizabeth Rajamaki
3 Caitlin Ann Read 
3 Celia R. Scanzo
3 Damion Brian Sgrenci 
3 Erinda Shehu 
3 Harmony S. Shore 
3 Mary Llewellyn Strickland 
3 Aslan Summerday
1 Ned C. Swofford
2 Chelsea L. Toone
1 Cody Cleve Walton
3 Arthur Joseph Weatherwax
2 Nou Yang
THE DEGREE OF Associate of Science 
Registered Nursing 
2 Melissa Anne Bestram 
With Honors 
2 Shanna Marie Dunbar 
With High Honors
2 Linda A. Dunlap
With High Honors
3 Pamela Jo Eberlein 
3 Rosa C. Heuser
With High Honors
1 Lora Jean Holman-Knight
With High Honors 
3 Angela Lee Howard
2 Mary Jane Huot
2 Diana Kay Jankovich 
With High Honors
2 Hollice Emily Kindred
3 Soua Lee
1 Maria Elsa Lemin
2 Lyndsey Kay Morgan
With High Honors 
2 Kathy J. Riley 
With High Honors
2 Deborah Rae Sargent
3 Janice F. Sellers
With Honors
3 Courtney Charlotte Shanahan 
With Flonors
3 Karen Ericka Sommerville 
With High Honors 
3 Tiffany Marie Spencer
2 Laura Michelle Stevens
3 Amanda Jo Stubb
With High Honors 
3 Ashley Michelle Thomas 
W ith High Honors 
3 Mara Melissa Veale 






College of Arts and Sciences
The candidates will be presented by Gerald A. Fetz 
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Applied 
Science
Applied Science
2 Trevor L. Murray
1 Alicia Danielle Polk
3 Crystaline R. Rhodes
2 Lolinda L. Taylor
With Honors
3 Velvet S. Truzzolino-Young 
Forensic Studies
3 Elizabeth Rose Agosto 
3 Erica Dawn Bamhardt 
3 Bethany Daun Campbell 
3 Kristy Marie George
2 Robin Davette Gerber
3 Regina Lynn Hammell 
3 Kerry Kristine Hogan
3 Adrianne S. Kembel 
3 Kathleen D. Lyons 
3 Wendy Misevic
2 Valisha Kay Needles
3 Richard Newlon
3 Daniel Zenon Rice 
3 Lauren Leanne Richardson 
3 Jennifer Lynn Sticht 
3 Kathleen Tarkalson
Geographic Information Systems 
3 Josh David Bean 
3 Riley Jensen Cotter 
3 Aden K. Fulford 
1 Benjamin J. Growley 
3 Andrew Anthony Gundlach 
3 Jason M. Holler 
3 Jon William Holmes 
1 Bruce A. Koemer 
3 Duncan James McKay
3 Matthew Nordhagen
4 Derek Ross Olson
4 Brad Anthony Stevens 
3 Kelli Renea Stumpe 
3 Joseph Gerald Tosoni 
3 Justin Matthew West 
1 John W. Williams III
1 Conferred Summer 2007
2 Conferred Fall 2007
3 Conferred Spring 2008
4 Summer 2008
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Arts
Anthropology
3 Elizabeth Rose Agosto 
W ith High Honors 
3 Sophia L. Asbury 
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
3 Roberta D. Avitua
With a Minor in History 
3 Erica Dawn Bamhardt
Also with Major in Sociology 
3 Seth R. Bates 
3 Kimberly Dawn Bauer 
W ith Honors 
3 Katherine J. Baumler 
W ith Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith a Minor in Biology 
1 Angela Rose Beacham
1 Samuel Joseph Berenato 
3 Sarah M. Bianchi
With Honors
With a Minor in Art History/Criticism 
3 Catherine Brannin 
3 Ian Michael Caldwell 
3 Bethany Daun Campbell 
With Honors
3 Margaret Rose Mullen Clark
2 Cora Crecelius
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in History
4 Katie Marie Croft
1 Emily Suzanne Dale
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors 
With a Minor in Spanish
3 David S. Dick
3 Clayton Hartfield Dinkins
With a Minor in Central &  Southwest 
Asian Studies
2 Joshua Daniel Dinwiddie
With Honors
3 Kyle A. Erickson
2 Saraid Alana Faville
4 Justin L. Ferryman
With a Minor in Native American Studies 




3 Breanna M. Foster 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Sociology 
3 Chelsea Elizabeth Fritz 
With a Minor in History 
3 Jennifer Lyn Gallagher 
Also with Major in History 
3 Kristy M. George 
With Honors 
3 Lindsey N. Godwin 
3 Ryan Harris 
3 Rebecca Lee Hauer
Also with Major in Sociology 
3 Sophie Mae Haugsjaa 
1 Kelly Danette Heid 
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
1 Jennifer Lynn Hepner
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
3 Holly Jeremiassen 




3 Letty Marieke Noelle Limbach
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
3 Alicia Castaneda Lopez 
3 Christopher Paul Low
2 Charissa Marie Lynch
3 Jamie L. Mandell
With Honors
With a Minor in International 
Development Studies
3 Solomon Starbuck Martin
With High Honors
4 Anna M. Marx
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
3 Andrew D. Miller 
With Honors 
With a Minor in History 
1 Jason Milner
3 Thomas Andrew Milter
4 Christopher Paul Mosbacher 
3 Tracy Lee Nayes
With High Honors 
3 Dawn Michelle Odom 
With Honors 
3 Andrew A. Oliver
3 Tadashi Ozaku
1 Kate Cristine Peterson
Also with Major in Sociology
4 Sylvia Ann Peterson
2 Andrea Piluso
With Honors
With a Minor in International 
Development Studies
4 Lauren Leanne Richardson 
3 Michael Joseph Salerno 
3 Emily Elizabeth Wedell Secrest
W ith Minors in Sociology and Mathematics
3 Stacey Michelle Sharkey
With a Minor in Biology
4 Gerad Michael Smith 
3 Shelby RaeAnn Soots
Also with Major in Sociology 
3 Jaclyn L. Strate 
W ith High Honors




4 Penny Lee Hubber Tollefson 
3 Laura A. Tucker
With Honors 
3 Breanne Janielle Utgaard 
3 Rebecca Vandercar
With a Minor in Geology
3 Nicholas William Vernon
2 Patrick L. Vincent
With High Honors
4 Shannon Vincent
3 Athena Maria Waid
With High Honors
With Minors in International Development 
Studies and Communication Studies 
3 Ryan Edward Wendel 
W ith a Minor in History
3 Dustin J. Whitford
4 Nicole Williams
3 Jaime M. Willoughby
With Minors in Native American Studies 
and Art Studio
1 Samuel Alexander Young
Biology
3 Sarah Lynn Allen
3 Ariel Duran Atkins
With a Minor in Psychology
4 Carson A. Baughman
With Honors 
3 Hayley Blackburn
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
2 Mark A. Blackford
3 Ella Marie Bozigar 
3 Adam Bradand
With Honors










3 Megan R. Christy 
W ith Honors
W ith a Minor in Chemistry 
3 Scott Tompkin Clabby 
W ith Honors 
3 Jessica L. Clarke
3 Jason T. Coates
4 Amanda L. Costner
2 Megan Rose Couser
1 Erik Friesen Dahmer
3 Margaret Janeue Davenport 
3 Robert P Ellenbecker
W ith High Honors 
3 Samantha Leigh Ellig
1 Ryan James Raherty 
3 Martha J. Gergasko
3 Sean Michael Gibbons 
With High Honors 
3 Ashlynn Nicole Gordon 
W ith Honors 
W ith a Minor in Music 
3 Seth S. Hansen 
3 Daniel Paul Hartless
2 Thaddeus Walker Honaker Heidlebaugh
3 Ashley Ann Heller
W ith Honors 
3 Alicia Mae Hines
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Wilderness Studies 
3 Brett Michael Hitchcock 
3 Eun Kyoung Hong 
3 Andrew Thomas Hoye 
3 Jennifer Marie Hubber
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Microbiology 
2 Mio Iijima
1 Tawna Belle Jackson
2 Jeremy L. Jensen 
1 Andrew Kashian
3 Carrie Rebecca Klehm 
3 Aakriti Saran Kothiwal 
1 Sarah A. LaFont
With a Minor in Anthropology 
3 Michael Gregory Leonard 
With Honors
1 Leslie Lee Lott
3 Heather A. Lounsbury 
W ith Honors 
3 Leslie Marie Lovell 
With High Honors 
3 Chelsey Ann Luce 
3 Lindsey E. Magdanz 
W ith High Honors 
3 Shad K. Mahlum
2 Melissa Dian McBryde 
1 Ashley E. McDowell
3 Kirsten Claire McKnight
2 Kirsten Marie Menagh
With High Honors
4 Paige Kristen Minton-Edison
3 Taryn Michelle Nash 
3 Kelly Nelson
3 Kevin C. Newman 
3 Juliana Michele Olsen 
3 Kolbi Leigh Olson 
3 Anastasia M. Plympton
2 Lydia L. Poppen
3 Jeffrey Lewis Rector
W ith a Minor in Economics
1 Stuart Reiswig
W ith High Honors
2 Erica Dawn Richardson
3 Shawn Marie Rose
3 Rory G. Rust
With a Minor in History
4 Alice Mary Ryan
3 Amanda Lynn Schneider
2 Christopher David Schultz
With High Honors
3 Lacy Lee Shanks
2 Holly M. Shick 
. W ith Honors
1 Jacob Garver Siddoway
3 Evan Ryan Smith
3 Elizabeth Marie Snead
3 Richelle Ann Stillwagon
With High Honors
4 Sarah Ellen Stock
With High Honors
2 William M. Stockton
With Honors
3 Jeremy John Stringer
2 Marc Michael Terrazas
3 Mahlleace Tomsin
3 Breanne Janielle Utgaard
3 Ashley Elizabeth Warren
4 John William Wax
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
1 Stephanie Lynn Woodard 
1 Nathan W. Wright-Moore 
3 Herbert Evan Zeiger III 
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
3 Levi B. Zell 
With Honors 
3 Elizabeth L. Zinke 
With High Honors
Classics
3 Sharon R. Ellsworth 
3 Elizabeth Ashley Sweet 
With Honors 






2 Jessica D. Anderson
3 Greta Anne Bates
With Honors 
With a Minor in Spanish
4 Jinann S. Bitar
With Honors
3 Kelsey Leigh Bjork
4 Bret Andrew Hanson Bohlen 
3 Gabrielle E. Brockett
With Honors
With Minors in History and French
1 Ashley Dyer Brown
3 Jesse Montana Oliver Brown
4 Clay S. Burnett
3 Amanda Joy Carney
2 Jennifer K. Carr
4 Kera Renee Cashman
3 Scott Bernard Cassidy 
2 Kimberly A. Colby
With a Minor in Nonprofit Administration 
2 Lauren K. Conrad
2 Jenna Lyn Cook
4 Randi Krystene Coultas
3 Tiffany H. Crafts
1 Jackie Marie Deveny
3 Jamie Dorothy
4 Andrea Dotson
3 Bradley Edward Dugdale III 
With a Minor in Media Arts 
3 Aericka Scheene Petre Dunn 
With a Minor in International 
Development Studies 
3 Jessica Marie Dusek
3 Nicholas Ehnot
4 Emilee Eisinger 
3 Sara Flesch
3 Brooke LaVonne Frazier 
3 Kathleen J. Gallagher
2 Jessica Susanne Glynn
3 Lucas Grossi
With High Honors
2 Brenna Marie Hall
3 Rebecca Ann Hartmann
2 Rachel Elizabeth Hendricks
With High Honors
3 Emily Ruth Geneva Hoover 
3 Jillian Marie Hughes
With Honors
With a Minor in Nonprofit Administration 
1 Jessica Bree Johnson 
1 Erin Elizabeth LaForest 
3 Faye Lingarajan 
1 Andrew Bertram Lipsker 
3 Whitney Eleanor Marie Maphis 
With Honors 
3 Matthew Martin
3 Katherine Lee Matus
3 Melanie Lynn Mauro
4 Brad Mayoras
3 Leah Jeanne Meloy
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
4 Erin Elizabeth O ’Brien
With a Minor in Sociology 
4 Christopher J. O ’Day
1 Amy Anne Pannell
3 Joshua S. PeterS'McBride
4 Conrad Marcus Randles
3 Lindsey Redfem
4 Ashlynn L. Reynolds
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
Also with Major in Sociology 
4 Jessica M. Robinson 
4 Itsumi Sayama
3 Daniel Clayton Schiel
2 Leah Rachel Schnall
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With a Minor in Nonprofit Administration
4 Michael Schwartz
3 Margaret Jane Swinehart
With a Minor in Spanish




3 Katie Jorine Undem
With High Honors
Also with Major in Sociology
3 Joanna Leah Vanderwall
With Honors
4 Ariell Wellen Voegele
With a Minor in International 
Development Studies 
4 William Warren Vollmer 
4 Zachary K. Voyles 
4 Jacob Wackier 
1 Amy Rachel Waldenberg 
4 Megan Elizabeth Walsh 
1 Jameson Reagan Michael Wandling 
With a Minor in Political Science 
3 Elizabeth Webb 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Music 
3 Stephanie Weiskopf 
With Honors
With a Minor in International 
Development Studies 
3 Charissa Kae Wiley 
With Honors
Also with Major in Sociology 
3 Andrea Wilkins 





W ith a Minor in Nonprofit 
Administration 
3 Yukari Yoshikawa 
3 Christina Marie Zamdt




4 Michael Copeland 
1 Derin L. Gebhardt
1 Matthew S. LaPalm 
3 William D. Nesher
2 Derek T. O ’Donnell
3 Claire C. M. Rasmussen
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Mathematics 
3 Kelly Anne Smith
W ith a Minor in Mathematics
3 Christopher J. Streich
4 Carl W. VanHaren
W ith High Honors
W ith a Minor in Mathematics
English
3 Galen Amy 
W ith Honors
W ith a Minor in Women’s and Gender 
Studies
2 Jessica Sontag Anderson
W ith a Minor in History
3 Cathryn Irene Amo
W ith Honors
2 Troy Robert Babbitt
W ith a Minor in Native American 
Studies
3 Megan Jo Bailon
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Spanish
2 Kate Marguerite Banko
4 Ian Bassingthwaighte
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors
3 Erika Dawn Beck
W ith High Honors
1 Richard M. Bielawski
W ith a Minor in History
2 Autumn Elizabeth Biggins 
2 Robert Joseph Bizjak
2 Justin L. Boening
3 Angela C. Bratvold 
3 Jared Kyle Brennan
W ith Honors 
3 Laura K. Buchholtz 
W ith Honors 
2 Lee Joseph Butterfield 
W ith Honors
3 Hannah Alice Casey 
W ith Honors 
3 Cristinna Marie Cook 
3 David James Cook 
With Honors 
3 J. Tyler Dieterich 
3 Andee Lyn Ethington 
W ith Honors
3 Gage Sterling Fender
4 Marissa Alaine Ford
2 Aaron S. Fortner
1 John Clay Foster
3 Alex Michael Fregerio 
3 Eliza Lily Goode
W ith Honors
2 Lee Wyatt Gordon
W ith a Minor in Political Science
2 Daniel Albert Nicholas Graham
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors
3 Jennifer D. Hall
W ith Honors
W ith a Minor in Japanese
3 Holli Harken
With Honors
4 Cameron Patrick Harris 
3 Jennifer Harrison
W ith High Honors 
3 Evan James Haugan 
With High Honors 
3 Rebecca J. Hefty 
W ith High Honors 
W ith a Minor in History 
3 Matthew S. Henry 
W ith Honors 
3 Sophie Hilton 
W ith Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
3 Claire Kathleen Jacobs 
3 Kelly D. James 
3 Rebecca Lee James
W ith a Minor in Art History/Criticism 
3 Shannon Rose Janssen
W ith a Minor in Philosophy 
3 Carly M. Jenkins 
W ith Honors 
3 Alisha Erika Johnson 
With High Honors 
2 Jesse C. Kodadek
2 Jesse C. Koepke
Also with Major in Media Arts
3 Katherine D. Kuhlmeier
With Honors 
3 Tessa Larson
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
W ith a Minor in Latin American Studies 




3 Collin Liston 
3 Julia Erin Little
With a Minor in Environmental Studies
2 Stacie Lomas
W ith High Honors 
With a Minor in Japanese
3 Alicia Castaneda Lopez
W ith a Minor in Japanese
3 Joseph Loviska
With Honors
4 William Joseph Lower
3 David Owen Marucheau
1 James Maynard
W ith Honors 
3 Sean Patrick McCoy 
3 Robert Barratt Minor 
3 Anna Rae Kathryn Mitchell
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
With Minors in Women’s and Gender Studies 
and Communication Studies 
3 Tessa Moeckel
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
W ith a Minor in Environmental Studies 
3 Emmalee S. Lamp Mueller
3 Cherie Newman
W ith High Honors
With a Minor in Media Arts
4 Cindy Irene Noland
2 Jason L. Norman
With Honors 
2 Paul L. Olmstead 
With Honors
2 Brittany M. Olson
With Honors
With a Minor in Media Arts
3 Erica Lee Peterson
With High Honors
2 Colleen M. Pierce
With High Honors 
1 Nicole Iris Rush 
1 Timothy J. San Pedro
3 Aaron F. Schneeberger 
1 Matthew S. Schrowe
With High Honors 
3 Colin Symmonds Scott 
W ith Honors 
3 Meagan M. Sem
With a Minor in French 
1 Andrew E Smith 
3 Gretchen H. Smith 
3 Mark Smith 
W ith Honors
3 Ramsey Park Sprattmoran 
With High Honors
With a Minor in International Development 
Studies
3 Cody Raymond Stark
4 Anna E. Stem
W ith High Honors
W ith a Minor in Environmental Studies 
4 Morgan Margrethe Stier 
3 Scott Frederick Storer 
W ith Honors 
3 Tayleigh Sykes 
W ith High Honors 
3 Thomas lylee
W ith High Honors 
3 Austin Valley 
W ith Honors
3 Hanna Brynn VandeVord 
W ith Honors
3 Stephen L. Vanderhoef
4 Joselyn Holland Viera
3 Ryan E Wells
4 Olivia Ashley W hite 
3 Jeffrey D. Wigmore
3 Mitchell McLeod Willcox 
W ith High Honors 
3 Mary A. Wooldridge
2 Laura Abby Wright
University Scholar, Honors Frogram 
W ith High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Japanese
Environmental Studies
3 Corinne Ash
W ith Honors 
3 Alexander B. Ault
1 Taylore Leigh Beckman 
3 A. Nicholas Choremi
2 Daniel R. Claussen
3 Kelly Elizabeth Collier
W ith Honors 
3 Adelle Hanson Donohue 
W ith Honors 
W ith a Minor in Spanish
2 Aubree Christine Durfey
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
3 Andrew Bjorn Erickson
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors 
3 Ashton M. Fink 
2 Bethann Garramon
University Scholar, Honors Program
With High Honors
W ith a Minor in Art Studio
2 Silvana Patricia Gross
W ith a Minor in Economics
3 Denver L. Henderson 
3 Kathleen H. Johnston
W ith High Honors 





3 Rachel M. Kalenberg 
W ith High Honors 
3 Kendra Letitia Kallevig 
W ith High Honors 
W ith a Minor in International 
Development Studies 
3 Douglas A. Kurz
W ith a Minor in Spanish 
3 Matthew D. Larson 
W ith Honors
2 Tanya M. Lazenby
W ith a Minor in Art Studio
3 Michael Harrison Malament 
3 Chauncey A. Means
3 Taku Nagata 
W ith Honors
W ith a Minor in International 
Development Studies
3 Ashley E. Norris
W ith a Minor in Communication Studies
4 Michael E O ’Brien
3 Jonathan Sky Orndoff 
W ith Honors 
3 Marlee Ostheimer
2 Rebecca J. Pettit
W ith High Honors
3 Katie Marie Pritchard
W ith Honors 
3 Robert L. Rich III
University Scholar, Honors Program
W ith High Honors
W ith a Minor in Wilderness Studies
2 Alexandra E. Robinson
W ith a Minor in Wilderness Studies
3 Fanco John Salazar
W ith a Minor in Communication Studies
2 Katharine I. Sartorius
W ith Honors
3 Matthew Devin Shannon
3 Malea Rose Southward
W ith Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith a Minor in Political Science
4 Brett T. Shekels
2 Laurie I. Strand
3 David Patrick Whisenand
W ith Honors
W ith a Minor in Wilderness Studies
French
3 Joshua James Cahoon 
3 Katie Mae Cole
Also with Major in Russian 
2 Brooke Amber Davidson 
W ith Honors 
2 Amanda Marie Ellingson 
W ith Honors
3 Sean Michael Gibbons
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Chemistry 
1 Tori Green
4 Corina Lynne Horstman
W ith Honors 
3 Takuya Nishino 
3 Tayleigh Sykes 
W ith High Honors
Geography
1 Kathryn E. Andersen 
3 Joshua Bean
3 Blake Andrew Bentley
2 Vibekke E. Carpenter
W ith Honors
3 Christopher Cauble 
3 Riley Cotter
W ith a Minor in Computer Applications 
3 Joseph Antony Diehl 
W ith Honors
2 Charles Doyle
3 Julie A. Frazier
2 Kristi L. Funke
3 Michael C. Gerner
W ith a Minor in Central &  Southwest Asian 
Studies
3 Robert Townsend Hall Jr.
1 Paul Andre Hintz 
1 Wade D. Humphries 
3 Craig M. Kenyon
W ith a Minor in Nonprofit Administration 
3 Raymond Thomas Kroon 
3 John Allen Lucotch 
W ith Honors 
3 Nino Luthi 
3 Duncan James McKay 
3 Matthew Repine Miller 
3 Micah W itt Nelson 
3 Matthew Nordhagen 
3 Beau James Parisi 
3 Katrina Jillian Peers 
W ith Honors
3 Aaron John Powers
Also with Major in Native American Studies
4 Aaron L. Roberts
W ith Honors
Also with Major in Geology 
3 Tyrell Martin Seavey
University Scholar, Honors Program
W ith High Honors
W ith a Minor in Media Arts
1 Aya Seino
3 Samuel James Sheets
2 Arika Lynn Steele
W ith Honors




4 Brad Stevens 
3 Kelli Renea Stumpe 
3 Sam R. Sulser
W ith a Minor in Central &  Southwest 
Asian Studies 
3 Shane L. Thurlo 
3 Justin Matthew West 
W ith Honors 
3 Seth Whitfield 
With High Honors
With a Minor in Central &  Southwest 
Asian Studies
German
2 Meghan Rebecca Adney 
W ith High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Anthropology
2 Marcus J. Cardarelli
W ith a Minor in History
3 Nino Luthi
1 Joshua M. Mosby
History-Political Science 
3 Benjamin William Almy 
3 Michael Patrick Dougherty 
With Honors 
3 Kiah J. Nisly 
W ith Honors
History
3 Jessica M. Andrews 
With Honors 
3 Coleman K. Armstrong 
3 Martin A. Belsey
With a Minor in Central &  Southwest 
Asian Studies 
3 Joshua Daniel Berger 
3 Kathryn Berry 
3 Matthew Robert Borron 
3 Christopher Alan Bovee 
3 Erin Jean Brandt 
3 Brian R. Brinkman
With a Minor in Central &  Southwest 
Asian Studies 
3 Carly A. Brown
Also with Major in Sociology 
3 Gregory C. Burton 
3 Ian Michael Caldwell
2 Elizabeth A. Carriere 
1 Libby Chambers
3 Jamie Christensen
W ith High Honors
4 Nail Ziyad Christian 
3 Benjamin W. Clark
3 Jacob R Clotfelter
With a Minor in Political Science 
1 Elizabeth Ann Coble 
With Honors 
3 Robert E. Cooper
1 Michael William Cousins 
With a Minor in Media Arts 
4 Calissa J. Davies
1 Jessica DeMarois
W ith Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program
2 Sapphire E. Diamant-Rink
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors
3 Michael Patrick Dougherty
With Honors
3 Matthew Scott Emslie
4 Charlie Ferguson
3 Charmayne Nicole Four Colors 
3 Maura N. Ganz 
3 Tim Arthur Gayvert 
3 Nicholas H. Genatone 
3 Derek Gordon Gengenbacher 
3 Gabriel T. Goeres 
3 Ellen Alicia Goodman 
W ith a Minor in French 
3 Lindsay Diana Jean Graves 
3 Elizabeth Grenier
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors 
W ith a Minor in French 
3 Kaila M. Haffeman
W ith a Minor in Women’s and Gender 
Studies
2 Corey Steven Haley
3 Audrey Joan Hall
W ith High Honors 
1 Brendan Halpin
4 William Andres Hatley
1 Selene Lynn Holben 
4 Jamison S. Hutchins
With High Honors
Also with Major in Political Science
3 Adam N. Jerome
With a Minor in Political Science
4 Mylisa Dawn Jones
3 William Rowland Kessel 
W ith Honors 
3 Elizabeth King 
3 Zachary David Knoch
With a Minor in Political Science 
3 Lindsay Jo Kozub
2 Felicia Ankomah Kruh
3 Emily Lignon
With a Minor in Media Arts 
3 Gavin D. McCourt 
With Honors
3 Adrienne Grace McKelvey 
With High Honors
With a Minor in Women’s and Gender 
Studies






3 Thomas Andrew Milter
4 Conor Patrick Molloy 
4 Mary T. Moon
W ith a Minor in Women’s and Gender 
Studies
2 David Blair Moore
3 Erik Patrick Nelson 
1 Adena Peters
3 Megan Lynn Purdy 
3 Alexander E. V. Ramsing 
W ith a Minor in Media Arts
1 Myers Park Reece
W ith Honors
W ith a Minor in Latin American Studies
2 Michael Revere
3 David L. Roiter 
2 Regan B. Rule
2 Courtney L. Sayner
W ith Honors
3 Benette Anne Schlosser 
3 Adam Schreibeis
3 Daniel A. Scott 
3 Jeffrey Bruce Serviss 
3 Michael Patrick Sherwood
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors
1 Scott A  Simonson
3 Matthew Jonathan Singler
3 Benjamin O. Siversten
4 Callan J. Smith
4 Gregory Warren Smith 
3 Greg Strendberg 
3 Deborah Ann Trujillo-McKee 
W ith a Minor in Political Science 
3 Juliana Teresa Ugalde 
3 Justin Vernon 
3 Cecelia Whitney
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors
2 Chad Malone Williams
W ith Honors
3 Steven Thomas Williams
4 Ryan Windham




3 Elizabeth Eve Bleecker
W ith High Honors
3 Ryan Murray Carpenter-Winterhalter 
W ith Honors
3 Brandon Shawn Gilkeson 
1 Taylor Scott Horner 
W ith Honors 
3 Samuel Innes 
3 Shannon Theresa Jakes 
W ith Honors
1 Ryan G. McAlpin 
W ith Honors
W ith Minors in Computer Applications 
and Asian Studies 
3 Genesie T. Miller 
W ith Honors 
3 Rachael Lea Rhine
1 Sean M. Rogers
Liberal Studies
3 Joy Elizabeth Bartko
W ith a Minor in Art Studio
2 Nathan Jay Chadwick
3 Pamela Jo Culbertson
2 Kiara Marie Downey
4 David G. Fields
1 Lillie R. Greiman
With High Honors
3 Sean D. Harrison
2 Samuel Hemingway
W ith a Minor in Chinese
4 Jennifer E. James
W ith High Honors
3 Emily Marie Joy
W ith Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
Also with Major in Spanish 
3 Caroline S. Knickmeier
W ith a Minor in Wilderness Studies 
3 Justin Ewell Lewis 
With Honors
1 Susan Lewis
3 Kimberly M. MacDonald
With Minors in Psychology and Japanese 
3 Jamie Lee Malcom 
W ith High Honors
W ith a Minor in Central &  Southwest 
Asian Studies
2 Christopher J. Marlow
3 Wendy M. Martin
2 LeeAnn M. McDonald
3 Benjamin Michael Miller
4 Michael Nevas
W ith Honors 
1 Bridget M. O ’Connell 
3 Leia Anastasia Pate-Terry
W ith Minors in History and Women’s and 
Gender Studies 
3 Colter T. Pedersen 
1 Daniel Burgess Poole
1 Patrick Kelly Pope
3 Meghan Clariche Righetti
W ith Honors
2 Daniel Rusoff
1 Jessica L. Seaich
4 Jeffrey Charles Seaton




3 Alissa Brooke Tincher 
With Honors 
With a Minor in Wilderness Studies 
1 Rachel Elizabeth Wittman
Mathematics
1 Anita Sindelar Bohlert
With High Honors
2 Katherine M. Kojetin
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Music
3 Adam S. McElderry
3 Erin Driscoll Mondloch 
With High Honors 
3 Todd Andrew Olsen 





3 Tricia Jo Vannatta 
With High Honors 
3 Kristen Elizabeth Waarvik 
With Honors
Native American Studies 
3 Annabelle Chatsis
With a Minor in History
2 Nikaline Francesca Iacono
With Honors
Also with Major in Psychology
3 Ashley Isabel Leach
With High Honors
Also with Major in Anthropology
4 Dean Sonneah Nicolai 
4 Hillary Plouffe -Austin
With a Minor in Philosophy 
3 Mistee D. RidesAtTheDoor 
With a Minor in Anthropology
3 Troy W. Riggenbach
With Honors
With a Minor in History
4 Shanley Maxwell Swanson
With Honors 
3 Dustin J. Whitford
Philosophy
3 Cody Oliver Atkins
With a Minor in Classical Civilization 
3 Jason Alan Beug 
With Honors 
3 Justin A. Mason 
3 John Lee Monroe 
With High Honors 
3 Matthew James Perry
1 Timothy J. Schehl
With a Minor in Classical Civilization
2 John Edward Schlitz
With High Honors
Physics
3 Peter F. Bolenbaugh 
3 Murphy M. Breyfogle 
W ith High Honors 
With a Minor in Mathematics
2 Gabe Robert Goodman Carroll
W ith a Minor in Mathematics
3 Laura Beth Cote
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith a Minor in Mathematics 
3 Keith Ginoff
2 Michael Allen Johnson
3 Alecia Jongeward
3 Clark Joachim Kogan 
W ith High Honors 
Also with Major in Mathematics 
3 Hilary Rose Martens
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Mathematics 
3 Erin Driscoll Mondloch
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
3 Stephen Warren Schutten 
W ith Honors
Also with Major in Mathematics 
3 Kelli Renea Stumpe
Political Science-History
3 Stephen F. Tokarski 
Political Science
2 Nicholas C. Aageson




1 Hilarie Elizabeth Beck
W ith a Minor in International 
Development Studies 
3 Eric Browning Bierwagen 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in History 
3 Stacy L. Boman 
With High Honors 
Also with Major in Environmental 
Studies
3 Trisha J. Brosten 
3 Carl Woodley Brown
With Minors in International
Development Studies and Wildlife 
Biology
3 Caitlin Christin Buzzas 
3 Shawn Gregory Byron 
With a Minor in Spanish 
3 Joshua Michael Carl 





W ith a Minor in International 
Development Studies 
4 Chance Michael Cole 
W ith a Minor in Russian 
3 Jesse James Countryman
W ith Minors in International
Development Studies and History 
3 Natalia C. Dailey 
3 Neel Jayant Deshpande 
3 Jose Francisco Diaz Jr.
3 Kerry J. Dopier
Also with Major in Spanish 
W ith a Minor in International 
Development Studies 
3 James B. Dorsey 
3 Tierney I’ehu Dowling 
W ith Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith a Minor in Spanish 
3 Angela Downing
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Spanish 
3 Lindsay Ann Erickson
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Anthropology 
3 Elisabeth M. Fong
Also with Major in History 
3 Benjamin Jordan Fosland 
W ith Honors 
With a Minor in French
2 Shannon Elizabeth Gee
W ith Minors in International
Development Studies and History
1 Egan D. Gyldenege
3 Thomas Patrick Harrigan
2 Nicole R. Harrison
W ith a Minor in History
3 Rebecca Ann Hartmann
W ith a Minor in International 
Development Studies 
3 Jennifer Lee Hudson
Also with Major in Economics 
3 Aaron Juhl
3 Stephen Benjamin Knox
With a Minor in International 
Development Studies 




3 Hannah Terese Lee
With a Minor in International 
Development Studies 
2 Mary W. Leishman
W ith a Minor in Spanish
2 Marc A. Lemaire
3 Grant Lordan
2 Kellan C. McDonald
3 Paul Sheehy Moe
2 Travis R. G. Monroe
2 Michael Maurice Nugent
3 Trista Eileen Patterson
With High Honors 
3 Steven Pauley
With a Minor in History 
2 Tanner John Peake 
With Honors
2 Rebecca Jean Pettit
With Honors
3 Amy Linn Phillips
2 Breon Rabe
With Honors
3 Ashlynn L. Reynolds
With High Honors 
1 Jessica K. Reynolds 
With Honors 
3 James Roberts 
3 Daniel I. Rosenthal
1 Jacob A. Sarrantonio
With High Honors
With Minors in Latin American Studies 
and Biology
2 John Edward Schlitz
With High Honors
3 Rachel L. Schultz
2 Jacob Garth Scott
3 Danielle Marie Shyne 
3 Ceara Nicole Smith
With Honors 
3 James Michael Stanton
2 Joshua Christopher Stenseth
With Honors
3 Whitney Grace Stohr
With a Minor in History 
3 Annie Elizabeth Studer
With Minors in International
Development Studies and French
1 Ryan Nicholas Swantner
With Honors
3 Christopher Langdon Timmons
3 Shohina Ramazanovna Toureva
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Spanish
4 Michael Remington Tracy
2 Matthew James VanBierie
3 Michael R. Welch
With Honors 
3 Steven Bradley Williams 
With a Minor in History 
3 Steven Thomas Williams
University Scholar, Honors Program 




3 William Steven Wilson 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in International 
Development Studies 
3 Pa Houa Yang
2 James R. Zadick
W ith High Honors
Psychology
3 Jacoba Rose Adams
W ith Honors
4 Summer Elizabeth Albertsen
3 Elizabeth M. Aldape
2 Amy M. Allison
With Honors
4 Shelby La Verne Arndt
With High Honors
3 Signe Christine Ask
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development
2 Cameron James Axelson
4 Christina Lynn Baldauf
With a Minor in Art Studio
3 Jonathan D. Ballew
Also with Major in German 
3 Corey Batiuk 
2 Christopher Lee Bauer 
With Honors 
With a Minor in History
1 Megan Michelle Baumann
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development
2 Jesse Bender Bergeson
3 Barbara Marie Bergman
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development 
3 Kirsten Emily Bergstrand
3 Karla D. Bird
With a Minor in Native American 
Studies
1 Jenna Marie Bjorgen
2 Kate Ashley Bongard
2 Leah Brand
4 Ray Brummett II
With a Minor in Sociology
3 Cody James Bryant
With a Minor in Sociology
4 Dulcie Rae Bue
3 Charlene A. Bums
With a Minor in Sociology 
3 Velden C. Calica
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development
2 Justin M. Campbell
3 Jessie Lynn Carr
With Honors
Also with Major in Sociology 
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development
3 Kathryn A. Chappell 
3 Tina Louise Christensen
3 Jennah Rowena Coleman
4 Glenn Mateo Corbin
W ith Honors
Also with Major in International Business 
2 Colin B. Cowart 
4 Kevin J. Crowley
W ith a Minor in Philosophy
2 Richard A. Davis
3 Jacqueline M. DeShazer
W ith Honors
1 Jackie Marie Deveny
4 Katie Michele Devlin 
3 Marie E. Dibble
With a Minor in Philosophy 
3 Benjamin J. C. Digati 
3 Daniel Patrick Dodd 
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith a Minor in History
2 Lisa Faye Donovan 
1 Brooke L. Doyle
3 Valerie Lynn Dressel 
3 Alicia A. Eacker
3 Christopher E Ferguson
1 Eleena Jane Fikhman
Also with Major in Journalism
3 Mary Elizabeth Fink
4 Lacee Ann George
2 Maureen Eloise Grace Gilham
3 Thomas Giresi
3 Joan Lisa Godbolt
4 Erin Anne Gray
W ith High Honors 
3 Megan Elizabeth Grove 
W ith Honors 
1 Steven A. Guy 
3 Lacey Marcele Habener 
With High Honors 
3 Kirsten Lee Hands-Towgood 
With High Honors
3 Leslie K. Hane
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development
4 Eric Daniel Harlan
W ith a Minor in Sociology 
3 Rachel Danelle Harriman 
3 Glenda Lee Hawkins 
1 Aaron David Hedges 
3 Nicole Lindsey Hepburn 
1 Laura Ann Herbst
3 Jesse Hildebrandt Hilgers
With High Honors
4 Halee Anne Hodge





2 Thaddeus W. Honaker
W ith Honors
3 Britni Donn Hopkins
W ith Minors in Sociology and 
Communication Studies 
3 Maegan Renea Hopkins
2 Brandy Renee Houser
W ith a Minor in Human and Family 
Development
3 Michael Franklin Houser
W ith a Minor in Music 
3 Catherine Renee Hoveland 
W ith Honors 
3 Katie Marie Hursh 
3 Roberta Marie Jacobson 
3 Jeffrey M. Jensen 
3 Becky Lynn Johnson 
3 Samantha Jaclyn Johnson
W ith a Minor in Human and Family 
Development
3 Adam P Jones
2 Takahiko Kai
4 Saori Kaneta
3 Lauren Michelle Kelso
W ith High Honors 
3 Janelle L. King
3 Katie N. Knauff
1 Brittany Leigh LHommedieu
4 Miranda Crystal Laber 
3 Jacob Tyler Lapke
3 Jessica Leah Lehman 
W ith Honors 
3 Dana Liberty 
3 Brynn J. Livingston 
3 Rebecca Louise Malek
3 W hitney Eleanor Marie Maphis
W ith Honors
2 Jodi Marceau'Mattson
4 Anna M. Marx
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors
3 Kelly Amanda Marx
W ith High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Human and Family 
Development 
3 Malloy Therese Mattheis 
3 Savannah L. Matyas 
3 Jessie Rose McCafferty 
W ith High Honors 
3 Shannon Colleen McCann 
W ith Honors 
W ith a Minor in History
3 Stacey Keleen McClure
W ith High Honors
4 Andrew Thomas Meyers 
3 Andrew D. Miller
W ith Honors
2 Melissa Renae Monaghan 
W ith Honors
3 Rikelle Lea Moslet 
3 Kevin Andrew Nalty 
With High Honors
1 Lukas James Nowierski
With a Minor in Music
2 Erin Renee O’Leary
With a Minor in History
3 Johnna J. Oitzinger
With High Honors 
3 Emerald Joydelle Parisi 
With High Honors
2 Jordan Leo Pauli
With High Honors
3 Nicole Michelle Peiffer
With High Honors 
3 Heidi Anne Perry
With a Minor in Wilderness Studies
1 Angela Amelia Petersen
With Honors
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development 
3 Rachel Ann Philips
With a Minor in Sociology 
3 Katherine Barbara Piercey 
3 Desiree L. Pierre 
With Honors
2 Michelle M. Pinnow
With Honors
Also with Major in Sociology
3 Sarah Jean Pulaski
2 Melanie Marie Raiha-Rauch
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development
2 Angie N. Reather
With High Honors
3 Jeffrey L. Rector
3 Lyndsey Ann Restelli
With a Minor in Art Studio
3 Jared Thomas Robinson
4 Karin Elizabeth Schaffer
With High Honors
1 Amber Dawn Schwab
With Honors 
4 Chad A. Scofield 
3 Sarah E. Scribner 
3 Tori Seiler 
3 Aimee Rae Sherry 
3 Emilee Brianne Sherry 
3 Jessica Elizabeth Shott
2 Katy Shuck
With Honors 
2 Landis H. Sloat
2 Ashley Dorothy Slocum
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development
3 Corina Smith




--------- * X ---------
3 Aaron C. Strausbaugh 
W ith a Minor in Sociology 
3 Justine Greer Surkamer 
3 Sally M. Thompson 
W ith a Minor in Spanish 
3 Ashley H. Three Irons 
3 Tassia V. Tkatschenko
2 Ashley Rose Trautman
W ith Honors
3 Jacqueline Tucker
W ith a Minor in Anthropology 
3 Sarah A. VanOrden
W ith a Minor in Human and Family 
Development 
3 Tricia Jo Vannatta 
W ith High Honors
2 Patrick L. Vincent
W ith High Honors 
1 Patricia Ellen Wanner
3 Laura L. Watson




W ith a Minor in Environmental Studies
4 Jacquelyne White
3 Molly Lynn Wilson 
1 Glenda Michele Winebrenner 
3 Jessica Ann Wing 
1 Tatina R. Wood 
With Honors 
3 Tom Woodcock
3 Virginia E. Yachechak
Russian
4 Mylisa Dawn Jones
3 Michael Patrick Sherwood
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
3 Michael R. Welch 
With Honors
3 Jonathan William Windsor 
Sociology
3 Courtney Marie Aadland-Lewis 
3 Candice M. Anderson 
3 Robert William Andress 
1 Elizabeth Rose Bailey 
W ith Honors
With a Minor in Wilderness Studies 
3 Samuel Benjamin Banks 
3 Lauren Kathryn Baur 
With Honors
With a Minor in Nonprofit Administration 
3 Reginald Dominic Bradshaw 
3 Thomas Brumbaugh 
3 Ross Gavin Brunelle
Also with Major in Anthropology
3 Bethany Ada Buescher
W ith a Minor in Anthropology 
3 Jayde Miree Carlisle
W ith a Minor in Psychology
3 Amy Elizabeth Chesebro
W ith Honors
4 Rachelle Shivon Cobell
W ith High Honors
W ith Minors in Women’s and Gender 
Studies and Native American Studies 
3 Lisa Jane Colyer 
3 Van Cooper Jr.
3 Craig M. Davidson
2 Vaiauro Fuapepe Faleagafulu
4 Jairo Isaac Funez Flores
3 Carlton E Foreman 
3 Tyra Cheri Frizelle
2 Laura L. Gilmour 
W ith Honors
1 Ashley Marie Gregoire
2 Mariah Leigh Guilfoyle
3 Andrew Guschausky
W ith Honors 
3 Christopher Tiger Harris 
W ith a Minor in Psychology 
3 Rebecca Hartmann
3 Alexander R. Hawthorne
4 S. Kathryn Hayenga
3 Craig Michael Hedval
W ith a Minor in Psychology 
3 Jodi Beth Herbold
3 Catherine Renee Hoveland
W ith Honors
4 Sarah Cecelia lams
2 Ryan Scott Jacobson
3 Anna Maria Jaramillo
1 Marea Johnson
3 Lacey Dawn Kaufman
2 Kyle Nathaniel Keighley
W ith Honors
3 Adrianne S. Kembel
W ith High Honors 
3 Kara Mignon Lawrence 
W ith High Honors 
With a Minor in Russian 
3 Michael Partick Leary 
3 Carolyn Lee
Also with Major in Psychology 
3 Elvin Gregory Lee
3 Abigail Jo Majerus
1 Ashley Elizabeth Mayrisch
4 Pamela Dee McKay 
4 Camarin C. M etcalf
3 Michael Edward Metesh 
3 Wendy Misevic 
3 Anthony Steven Murphy 





3 Megan Neumiller 
3 Frances A nn Opatz 
W ith Honors
W ith a Minor in Wilderness Studies 
3 Sean David Pascoe 
3 Katie C. Potts
W ith a Minor in Psychology 
3 Jenny Marie Profitt 
3 Brendan Quinn
1 Araceli T. Ramirez
3 Ingrid Marjorie Rasmussen 
W ith High Honors 
3 Jeffrey Allen Reoch 
W ith Honors
W ith a Minor in International 
Development Studies
3 Daniel Zenon Rice
4 Lauren Leanne Richardson
2 Wendy Linn Running Crane
W ith a Minor in Native American Studies
3 Stephanie Lynn Semenza
3 Michael Patrick Sherwood
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors
2 Eric Rodney Shull
3 Ashley Dawn Sorrell 
3 Jennifer Lynn Sticht 
3 Wyatt Talbot
3 Zachary Scott Taylor
3 Zachary Scott Taylor
W ith a Minor in Environmental Studies
4 Brandon Duane VanArsdale 
3 Athena Maria Waid
W ith High Honors 
3 Jason D. Washington 
3 Alexander R. Weinstein 
1 Mike R. West 
3 Kristina Wherley
3 Seth Whitfield
4 Jenna Rae Wolff
3 Peter Glenn Woods
W ith Honors
Spanish
1 Natalie Jane Angell
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors
4 Forrest Lee Baldwin 
3 Briana Jean Burge
3 Alex W. Esquibel
W ith High Honors
2 James Farley Goodwin
1 Lauren Hatleberg
Also with Major in Anthropology 
With a Minor in Latin American Studies
2 Melissa Jo Hill
With a Minor in Latin American Studies 
2 Justin McGregor Ibes
4 Stephanie G. Keep
W ith Honors
3 Iris Ann Kelly 
W ith High Honors
1 Gina Lee Koenig
2 Vida Carisa Rose Landa
W ith Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith a Minor in History
3 Tessa Larson
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors
2 Alecia Lauren Leach
W ith Honors
3 Hope Mariska
W ith High Honors 
3 Laura Claire McKelvie 
W ith High Honors 
2 Elliot Duffy Meyer 
W ith Honors 
2 Lindsey Meyers 
W ith Honors
With a Minor in Art Studio 
2 Breon Rabe 
W ith Honors
1 Angela L. Renner
W ith Honors
W ith a Minor in Biology
2 Christopher David Schultz
W ith Honors
3 Paula Louise Simpson
W ith High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Latin American 
Studies
3 Ellen Young Smith 
With High Honors
With Minors in Latin American Studies 
and History
3 Adam Michael Spenner
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
2 Alison Kay Void
With Honors
3 John Zablocki
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Science
Chemistry
3 James Earl Adams 
3 Zachary David Benson 
3 Marcus Henry Birky
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith a Minor in Biology 
3 Rachel Irene Boespflug 
3 Justin E. Culbertson 
With a Minor in Biology
3 Joseph William Harworth
With High Honors
4 Kyle Joseph Hudspeth 
3 Rebecca Anne Leone
With High Honors
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4 Andrew B. C. Nevin 
3 Todd Andrew Olsen
W ith Honors 
3 Katherine M Payne
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With Minors in Mathematics and 
Biology
3 Joseph Paul Ranne
2 Chad Sand
3 Mark A. Schallenberger
With High Honors 
3 Stephen John Trautman 
3 Emily Charlotte Weiler 
3 Yuen Onn Wong 
With Honors
3 Anthony Malanthius York 
W ith Honors 
3 John Zablocki 
W ith High Honors
Computer Science
2 Michael Craig Ameson
3 Michael R. Backstrom
4 James E Cramer
W ith Honors 
2 Eric D. Estes
2 Dylan O. Flaherty
W ith Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program
3 Daniel Joseph Gauthier
With a Minor in Mathematics 
3 Gregory Daniel Jensen 
With a Minor in English 
1 Antony Jo
1 Kenji Michael Kobayashi 
3 David Short
3 Jacob L. Unruh
Geology
4 Jenica J. Andersen 
1 Liza Briggs
3 Kelly Anne Cloninger 
3 Margaret Francis Doolittle 
1 John Henry Dye
3 Christopher Roy Gustafson
4 Eric William Hunter
3 Christopher H. Kellogg 
W ith High Honors
3 Morgan James McKenney 
1 Christina Mosolf
4 Daniel Scott
1 Dana N. Spanjer 
With Honors 
3 James T. St. Calir 
With Honors 
With a Minor in Physics
3 Meryl Biesiot Storb 
3 Keenan A lf TenBroeck Storrar 
3 Nathan Michael Taylor 
W ith High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Wilderness Studies
Mathematical Sci'Computer Sci 
3 Ryan Jacob Hoffmann
2 Brian Scott Jappinen
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Science in 
Medical Technology
Medical Technology
3 Alison Nicole Bonser 
3 Evelyn Li Sher Chong
W ith Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
3 Brooke M. Fogg-Crawford 
3 Ashlynn Nicole Gordon 
With Honors 
3 Ashley Lin Greco 
3 Katie Marie Hovland 
3 Jayme Lehman
2 Aimee C. Little
3 Stephen C. Merrill
2 Valisha Kay Needles
3 Megan Lee O ’Neil
2 Sara J. Voisine
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Science in 
Microbiology
Microbiology
3 Alison Nicole Bonser
4 Arik Jon Brum
3 Heather Lynn Brunell 
W ith Honors
Also with Major in Medical Technology 
3 Phillip M. Duman 
3 Holly Marie Durrin 
3 Brooke M. Fogg-Crawford 
3 Sean Michael Gibbons 
With High Honors 
3 Kerry Kristine Hogan 
W ith Honors
With a Minor in Chemistry 
3 Katie M. Hovland 
3 Jenni Lee Johnson
2 Aimee Celeste Litde
3 Corey Merrill
3 Stephen C. Merrill
2 Valisha Kay Needles
With a Minor in Biology
3 Megan Lee O ’Neil
3 Charles John Walton 
With a Minor in Physics
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T h e candidates w ill be presented by Perry J .  B row n  
D ean  o f  the C ollege o f  Forestry an d  C onservation
THE DEGREE OF Certificate 
Nat Resource Conflict Resolut
2 Maria Dawn Blevins
3 Lauren Smith Caldwell 
3 Brooke A nn Havice
3 Paul J. Kerman 
3 Sarah Lee Lawrence 
3 Daisy Elizabeth Patterson 
3 Tiffany Sohaila Saleh
2 Randy Joe Tanner




University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors
3 Jennifer L. Benedict
4 Heather Brannan
4 Emily Elizabeth Burt 
W ith High Honors
2 Nicole Marie Drewry
3 Jenna D. Eardley
3 Aden K. Fulford
4 Gail Gresham
3 Dustin Lee Hagemann 
3 Matthew Paul Heaney 
3 Zachary Shane Holder 
3 Violet J. Holley 
3 Carrie Johnson
2 Casey Dean Johnson
W ith a Minor in Wildlife Biology
1 Hunter Hammond Kashdan
3 Aaron Joseph Kim 
3 Joshua W. Lattin
W ith Honors 
3 Alex Michael Leone 
W ith Honors 
3 John A. Minnich
2 Jacob J. Muller
3 Tobin Allen Orient
3 Moriah Colleen O tto 
2 Marilyn J. Owns Medicine
2 Emma J. Rowbotham
3 Timothy Seidel
3 Christopher M. Shubert 
3 W hitney Sisk
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors 
3 Stacy Lynn Smith 
W ith Honors 
3 Riley Stark
W ith a Minor in Geography 
2 John Warren Palmer Steurer 
2 Benjamin Timchak 
W ith Honors
3 Brian R. Tumquist 
W ith Honors
W ith a Minor in Wilderness Studies
2 Russell J. Walker
3 Marcus Allen Wamke
W ith Honors
1 Justin E. Weimer
2 Kiley R. Whited
W ith Honors
2 Thomas Owens Wiese
3 Devin Eugene Yost
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Science in 
Recreation Management
Recreation Management 
3 Ryle Allen Benke 
3 Heather Kimberly Cauffman 
3 Justin Edward Darnell 
3 Andrea Barnhart Davidson
University Scholar, Honors Program
W ith High Honors
W ith a Minor in Wilderness Studies
3 Scott Alan Dekkers
W ith High Honors
4 William M. Gardner Jr.
3 Steven G. Gnam
3 Jessica Leigh Jones 
W ith High Honors
W ith Minors in Media Arts and Nonprofit 
Administration
3 Chad Allen Klinkenborg
4 Eric S. Kroeger
3 Kyle Michael Lehr 
3 William T  Livezey 
W ith Honors 
1 Dylan McCoy 
W ith Honors
W ith a Minor in Wilderness Studies
3 Michael Vincent Millay
4 Jesse T. Moldenhauer 
1 Genevieve Moore
1 Hallie Franek Oalde
W ith a Minor in Wildlife Biology
2 Michelle L. Paduani
W ith a Minor in Wildlife Biology
2 Tipton Power 
4 Shaun Radley
3 Katie Ransom
4 Todd Benjamin Richey
W ith a Minor in International Development 
Studies
3 Alfred L. Robertson
2 Brandon James Robson
3 Nicholas John Scholz
2 Charanna L. Smith
3 Danielle Nicole Stokes
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3 Shelly Aldine Strickler
3 Brittana Lea Wallace
4 Gregory M. Wasileski 
3 Jason Wiiliam W hite
3 Christopher E Winter
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Science in 
Resource Conservation
Resource Conservation 
2 Justin Lee Adams 
2 Michael W. Ausman
W ith a Minor in Wilderness Studies
2 Ivy Leigh Baker
W ith High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Music
3 Mari Jean Castello
W ith a Minor in Wildlife Biology 
3 Shane Colman 
3 Sean Michael Conlon 
W ith Honors
3 Cody Wayne Denton 
1 Kirk Steven Dewey
4 Marc Eaton
3 Edward R. Fahner 
3 Geoffrey Farinholt 
W ith Honors 
3 Richard Joseph Flacco 
3 Emily Ann Guiberson 
3 Laura Ann Guptill
W ith a Minor in Wilderness Studies 
3 Jon William Holmes 
3 Matthew G. Jackson 
3 Brian Carroll Jenkins
With a Minor in International 
Development Studies
1 Darren Johnson
With a Minor in International 
Development Studies 
3 Rachel Kaufman 
W ith Honors 
3 Karl Isaac Koenig
2 Nicole Lynn Lund
W ith Honors
3 Adam Michael McMahon
2 Elliott Duffy Meyer
W ith Honors
3 Kenneth S. Miller
3 Ben George O ’Connor
With a Minor in Wildlife Biology
4 Derek Olson
With a Minor in Wilderness Studies 
3 Gregory Tyson Oyler 
With High Honors
Also with Major in Environmental Studies 
3 Justin Mark Perro
1 James L. Quigley
2 Jhennifer M. Rawling
3 Thomas James Roethler 
3 Eric Jason Sims
3 Justin Single terry 
3 Kerry L. Stewart 
3 Robin Mark Stewart
2 Blake Morgan Stiffarm
3 Wes Swaffar
With a Minor in Wilderness Studies
2 Zachary Wurtzebach
Wildlife Biology
3 Dan A. Bachen 
3 Chad B. Bell
3 Todd Caltrider 
With Honors 
3 Zachary Jon Crete 
3 Eric A. Dallalio 
3 Alicia Deabenderfer 
3 Scott L. Eggeman 
3 Kyle Evans 
With Honors 
3 Barbara Anne Fannin 
With Honors 
3 Steven M. Gauer
With a Minor in Microbiology 
3 Brynn Griffin
3 Andrew Anthony Gundlach 
3 Ryan Kovach
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
3 Jonathan H. Lewis 
With Honors
2 Robert D. Lindner III
3 Jememy David Longdon 
3 Teresa M. Loya
2 Shad K. Mahlum
3 Mike McDonald
3 Katelyn Elaine McWethy
2 Sara Emily Meloy
3 Katherine Clare Mennie
With Honors
With a Minor in Art Studio 
3 Michael Scott Mercer 
3 Edward Marion Morgan 
3 Tracy Lee Nayes
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
2 Derek T. O’Donnell
With Honors
3 HongKun Oh
3 Nickolas Patrick Posselt 
3 Lindsey Redfem 
3 Marcus D. Reeves
With a Minor in Communication Studies
2 Leigh Ann Reynolds
With High Honors
With a Minor in Wilderness Studies
3 Emily Anne Rindal 
3 Trent Roussin
3 James Russell Ruchert 
? Kirk L. Russell 
With Honors
2 Rebecca Suzanne Sharp
With a Minor in Art Studio 
1 Timothy Michael-Scott Stone
3 Ryan J. Stutzman
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
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3 Tim Conrad Swearingen
W ith a Minor in Communication 
Studies
3 Anne Marie Tomlanovich 
3 Shelly Noel Aphrodite Troy
W ith a Minor in Political Science 
3 Zachary K. Voyles 
W ith Honors 
3 Nichole A nn Walker
1 Sarah Elizabeth Walker
4 Edward Andreas Wendler 
3 Daniel Scott Wenner
W ith a Minor in A rt Studio 
3 Chelsea Renee Wittmann 
3 Shay Elise Wolvert
2 Evan R. Youngblood-Petersen
W ith High Honors
3 Hilary Katharine Zaranek
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES
-------X -------
College of Health Professions and Biomedical Sciences
T h e candidates w ill b e  presented  by D avid  Forbes 
D ean  o f  the C ollege o f  H ealth  Professions an d  B iom ed ica l Sciences
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Arts 
Social Work
4 Kimberly Andersen 
3 Evy Elizabeth Anderson 
3 Krista M.H. Babbitt
W ith a Minor in Psychology 
1 Serena Lee Bailey 
3 Kirstin Rochelle Balow
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith a Minor in Human and Family 
Development 
1 Theresa A nn Benner
W ith a Minor in Psychology 
3 Marcy Brakefleld
1 Chris tina-Mary Chadwick 
3 Holly Anne Daly
3 Mandie Marie Fleming
2 Gina Janet Gonstad
1 Nicole Gratch
4 Kathryn Marie Grey
3 Rebecca Jean Grim
3 Jeff D. Grob
4 Melissa Jeane Hawley 
4 Abigail Hood
4 Kathryn R. Huber
2 Anne-M arie Jablonski 
4 Brittany Jensen




W ith High Honors
4 Angela Courtney Kempster 
4 Patricia Anne Kendall
W ith Honors 
4 Grace M. Keskeny 
4 Carol A. Larson 
W ith High Honors 
3 Jake Leeper 
3 Holly Young Leonard 
3 Nikkole R. Locke
1 Elaine R. Maggi
2 Michelle Mahan
3 Tegan Maynard-Hahn 
W ith High Honors
W ith a Minor in Women’s and Gender Studies 
3 Kathryn M. Morgan 
W ith Honors
W ith a Minor in Human and Family 
Development 
3 Lilly Morse 
3 Amy Lynn Odegaard
2 Autumn Owings
W ith a Minor in Political Science
3 Katelyn Marie Paine
3 Emerald Joydelle Parisi
W ith High Honors
W ith a Minor in Native American Studies
4 Rebecca L. Powers
Also with Major in Native American Studies 
3 Jenny Marie Profitt 
W ith Honors 
3 Ashley Reynolds
2 Amy Janice Robar
1 Tessa Roods
3 Lindsay Ann Ruppert 
3 Shonda Schrank
W ith Honors 
3 Linda A. J. Sliter
W ith a Minor in Psychology
2 Autumn Elaine Smith
2 Jennifer A. Smith
3 Larame Ray Smith
2 Terry A. Stephens
3 Marc Scott Strasdin 
3 Annette Thornton
3 Mariah Leigh Tillo 
3 Kacey Colleen Troy
3 Kara M. Tweten
W ith Honors
4 Julia Elizabeth Valach 
4 Melinda L. Waggoner
2 Kyle Scott Williams
3 Emily Elizabeth Wolner
W ith Honors
W ith a Minor in German
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School of Business Administration
The candidates will be presented by Larry Gianchetta 
D ean o f  the School o f  Business Administration
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Science in 
Business Administration
Accounting
3 Amanda S. Anderson 
3 Paul M. Barba 
With High Honors 
3 Curtis George Bean 
3 Karly Bjella 
3 Jacquelyn R. Bohmsen 
3 Bradford Earl Bostock
Also with Major in Political Science 
3 Carter Ford Briggs 
3 Bryan J. Brosious 
With High Honors 





4 Kaare Kenneth Engebretson 
3 Carrie Jo Eubank
3 Andrew J. Freeman 
3 Tucker Patrick Gannett 
3 Camille Gillmore 
3 James Gomes 
3 Kevin Allen Good 
With High Honors 
3 Jesse Hilgers
With High Honors 
3 John R. Hughes 
3 Beau Daniel Johnson 
With High Honors 
Also with Major in Finance 
3 Lauren M. Jones
2 Lindsay Jane Jurgutis
With Honors
3 Jessica Lynn Kato
3 Amanda Kay Kelly 
3 Iris Ann Kelly 
With High Honors 
3 Jessica Marie Lanham
3 Lydia Ann Larson
2 Nathan F. Lemieux
4 Yanghee Lim
3 Patricia Lorraine Maloney 
3 Joann Mattingly
2 Sean Michael McCarvel
3 Daniel James Mclnemey 
1 Nicholas Adam Merkner 
3 Johnna R. Minemyer
3 Colleen Marie O ’Neill
With a Minor in Psychology 
3 Kelley Orteg
With High Honors 
3 Alecia Mary-Ellen Owen
1 Jamie Erin Phillips 
3 Abra Plemmons
3 Jody Pliley 
With Honors
2 Ursula Nicole Prins
1 Stephanie A. Richlie
1 Jonathan RuthchikLCushman
3 Kyle Ryan
2 Kiely Ann Sampson
3 Sable Jade Sampson
With Honors
1 Bill D. Saunders
3 Christian G. Shaeffer 
3 Thomas W. Summers Jr.
3 Justin D. Talley
With High Honors
4 Clark Douglas Tower
3 Jennifer April Wagoner 
3 Carrie L. Waldbillig 
3 Megan Elizabeth Walsh 
3 Keegan Vaux Witt 
3 Taylor Ann Wittry
Business Administration
3 Paul Adam
2 Brian L. Anderson
With Honors
3 Chris C. Anderson
With Honors 
3 Jennifer Mae Anderson
1 Bret Thomas Ashworth
2 Dirk E. Aune
3 Andrew Patrick Axelson
4 Ryan Johnson Bagley 
3 Forrest Baldwin
2 Mackenzie Skye Barger
3 Anna Barinova
3 Heather Diane Barnhart
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3 Michael Bazan 
3 Elizabeth Lauren Beal 
2 Bradley A. Beaulieu
2 Keith Everett Bell III
3 Matthew Benzel 
3 Karen A nn Berg
3 Lauren Michele Blair
4 Saskia Hendrika Boogman 
3 Dustin A. Bretz
2 Jonathon T. Broughton
3 Jordan David Spencer Brown 
3 Travis A. Brown
2 Justin James Bryer
2 Brook Anna Burlington
3 Kendra Lynn Bushnell
1 Jennifer Lynn Rose Calhoun 
3 Benjamin C. Campbell
3 Cody Campbell 
3 Tik Man (Jasmine) Chan 
W ith a Minor in Media Arts
3 Michael A. Chester
2 Kathryn Anne Christofferson
4 Matthew Arthur Chromey 
4 Keith William Clawson
2 Emily Claire Compton
3 Dan Conkling 
3 Lisa Coon
W ith a Minor in Native American 
Studies
3 Jedediah Delmeire Cox 
3 Kayla Nicole Crawford
1 Katherine V  Cummings 
3 MaryPat Cunningham
3 Dennis daSilva
2 Breanne lone Dallman
3 Anne Marie Davis
4 Jackson Hawken Dooley 
3 Brian Thomas Dunlap
3 Brandon Dwyer 
1 Lindsy A nn Edinger 
3 Lacy Lee Ekert 
3 Chelsey Michele Eklund 
W ith Honors 
3 Koya Endo 
3 Meredith L. Erwin
3 Stefanie Fisher
W ith a Minor in Chinese
1 Justa Leah Flynn
4 Melissa M. Frasier
3 Ashley Marie Fregoso
2 Teshia Ann Freseman
W ith a Minor in Media Arts
4 Karli Friia
3 Kevin James Fronczek
X ------
4 Tiffany Marie Fronczek
3 Melissa J. Fryday
W ith High Honors
4 Tadd Richard Fuhrman
1 Leisha R. Gallagher 
3 Alexis Ann Gilbert
W ith Honors
W ith a Minor in Nonprofit 
Administration
3 Lisa A. Graef
4 Brandi Nicole Graff
2 Ashley J. Grant
W ith Honors 
4 Jennifer Danielle Hail
3 Kirsten Lee Hands -To wgood
W ith High Honors
2 Kyle G. Harris
3 Dacia Hartford
2 Cailen A. Hegman
3 Spencer Helm
1 Justin J. Hoemer
1 Cody Holecko
3 Rachel M. Honrud 
W ith High Honors 
3 Garrett Taylor Hood
3 Clayton Hopkin
2 Cassiar Nicole Homing
W ith High Honors
2 Justin McGregor Ibes
4 Maranda Leigh Irwin
3 Matthew Alan Jennelle
W ith a Minor in History 
3 Jesse J. Johnson
1 Morgan Bailey Johnson 
3 Tyson Johnson
2 Benton Kerchner Jones
1 Wesley G. Joscelyn
3 Loni Judisch
Also with Major in Fine Arts 
3 Rory Daniel Kaluza
W ith a Minor in Media Arts
2 Joshua Kamensky 




2 Stefanie Jo Kiemele
3 Adam Jones Kirkorian 
3 Joseph W. Knoepfler
3 Jennifer Elizabeth Koch 
3 Kara Elizabeth Kochivar 
3 Aaron W. Kreps 
2 Dayne Kuhlmann
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4 Jessica Laabs 
1 Matthew Lafe Larson
1 Jostin Lawrence 
3 Viet Quoc Le
2 Alecia Leach
W ith High Honors 
1 Michael Paul Leimgruber
1 Jonathan Alexander Leipsig
3 M att Leonard
2 John Lawrence Lesh
3 Christopher D. Lockridge
2 Sean Long
3 Elissa Looney
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors 
3 J. Derek Louquet 
2 Janice Burchell Lowrance 
2 Mark E. Lucarz
2 Rachel Maki
3 Rachel Lynn Markivich 
2 Brad S. Marten
1 Morgan L. Martin
2 Chase A. McAlpine
3 Holbrook Clark McCartney
W ith Honors 
3 Justin C. Meier
W ith a Minor in Communication 
Studies
3 Archil Melikishvili
4 Matthew M. Mercurio 
3 Matthew C. Miller
1 Ross D. Miller
3 Brett Mitchell
4 Justice Quinn Moench 
3 Kyle Matthew Moline
3 Alissa S. Monaco
4 Paul Daniel Morton
1 Joshua M. Mosby
2 Sarah Nicol
4 Benedict Frederick Norman
3 Aubrey Nuckolls
3 Bart Austin O ’Hara 
1 Daniel John O ’Neill V 
1 Henry Wallace Ohlson 
1 Timothy S. Padgett 
3 Matthew Paradis 
3 Joseph F. Pearson 
3 Brandon J. Pemberton 
1 Michiel Petruzelli
1 Melissa Picoli 
3 Susan Polasky
2 Cody Gil Posada
3 Derek Jason Pozega
1 Michelle A. Pratt
3 Christopher W. Purkett 
3 Christopher R. Rau 
3 Ryan Lee Rees
2 Cole James Reinhardt
3 Meredith Elizabeth Rhea 
3 Christopher Gerard Riley
2 Francisco M. Rodriguez
3 Aaron Rogers-Thompson
2 Jennifer Rudh
3 Laura Louise Rummel
3 Matthew Gordon Ryan
3 Miles G. Ryan
1 Jacob William Sakaske
2 Kyle R. Schad
4 Camen Schaff
1 David Andrew Schlatter
2 Kyle C. Schlichenmayer
W ith a Minor in Media Arts
3 Scott Schulz
W ith Honors
3 Maryann Hedwig Schulze 
3 Jessica B. Schwartz
W ith a Minor in Psychology 
2 Amanda Whitney Sempert
2 Ellen Sexton
3 Katie A.Ghen Simpson 
1 Kelsey Dawn Small
3 Ceara Nicole Smith 
W ith Honors
3 Annette Maryanne St. Onge 
1 Jessica M. Stelling
With a Minor in Spanish
4 Jayme Leigh Stone
W ith High Honors 
With a Minor in Nonprofit 
Administration 
3 Kevin Stout
1 Candice M. Sublette 
3 Neal J. Sullivan
3 Cassandra Louise Sunell 
3 Jamie Lynn Swartz
2 Ryan Thomas Swock
3 Drew Taes
4 Crystal Rae Tailfeathers 
3 Tristan James Talvi
2 Jonathan Ronald Thiel
3 Christopher L. Thomas
1 Jesse C. Thompson
2 Jonathan J. Tierney
2 Kate R. Toole
3 Daniel James Torti
4 Sam Trammell
With a Minor in Economics
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2 David Tschan
3 Danielle Marie Tuttle 
2 Benjamin T. Vande Ven 
1 Brant M. Waldron
1 Cayla Jo Watson
W ith Honors 
W ith a Minor in Communication 
Studies
2 Caroline L. Wharton 
1 Jessica A. Whitman
3 David Thomas Williams
3 Dustin Wade Williams
4 Erik A. Wilson
3 Stuart Robert Wing 
3 Michael Paul Winn





1 Rachel Alyne Yarbrough
2 Ryan Yarbrough
4 Amanda K. Yeoman
Finance
3 Karson Parker Bagby
W ith High Honors
2 Colter L. Cumin
W ith Honors
3 John Eric DeGroot
W ith High Honors 
3 Joshua E Denney 




3 Michael C. Esco
2 Andres Evey
3 Steven M. Flockhart 
3 Colby Dexter Flynn
W ith Honors 
3 Nicholas S. Gerten 
2 Rachel M. Golden
2 Felicia F. Heaton
With High Honors
3 Adam G. Hertz 
3 Jesse Hilgers
W ith High Honors
1 Michael Hooper
W ith Honors
2 Paul Andrew Johnson
3 Benjamin J. Kelso
2 Matthew Lebsock
W ith High Honors
Also with Major in Political Science
3 Jenni Lyman
W ith High Honors 
3 Dana Kloberdanz Mallon
Also with Major in Accounting
2 Joseph Frank Mavencamp
3 Shane A. Medley 
3 Alissa S. Monaco
2 Laura M. Nogueira
W ith Honors
3 Robert Thomas William Oughton 
3 Chelsea Dawn Roy
2 Blake Andrew Shepard
Also with Major in Management
3 Rebecca Lynn Shoemaker 
3 Megan Kate Staker
3 Trevor J. Stephens 
With Honors 
3 Thomas W. Summers Jr.
W ith Honors 
3 Mavzuna Turaeva 
With Honors 
With a Minor in French 
3 Benjamin Utigard 
3 Keegan Vaux W itt
Information Systems 
3 Meredith Lynne Erwin 
3 Daniel Joseph Gauthier
2 Margaret E. Lampton
3 Matthew Mackin
With a Minor in Communication 
Studies
3 John Mattelin
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors 
3 Johnna R. Minemeyer 
3 Andrew Jay Morse 
3 Elizabeth L. Olson 






3 Mazuna Turaeva 
With Honors 
3 Bree Ann Warner 
With High Honors
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3 Brady Watson
Also with Major in Management 
W ith a Minor in French
Management
3 Derek G. Brinkerhoff
W ith a Minor in Economics
3 Amy Nicole Collins
4 Sheila Dass
Also with Major in International 
Business
3 Tyler Patrick Dyk 
1 Katie K. Edwards 
3 John Robert Furst 
1 Michael David Hall 
W ith Honors
3 Hojamurod Hojaev
4 Brandie L. Huether
3 Trevor James Johnson
1 Brandelyn A. Kirkness
4 Chancy C. Kittson
3 Meagan Michelle EHommedieu 
3 Tyler William LaMont
Also with Major in International 
Business
2 Joseph John Licitra
3 Patrick A. Little 
3 Kari Lundeen
3 Colin McAuliffe 
3 Carrie Ann McClue 
3 Barrett McDonald
2 Todd R. Miller
3 Tyler C. Monaco 
3 Umed Partov
2 John T. Pearson
3 Claire Pedrick
4 Timothy Rahmig
3 Megan R Ryan
2 Christopher F. Schuman
With High Honors
4 Jonathan Mars Scott
With a Minor in Political Science
3 Vanessa Kelley Simmonds 
1 Benjamin Slater
3 Bessie Irene Spangler 
3 Sara E. Sullivan
3 Kali Tholen
4 Sara M. Thon 
3 Bree Warner
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Spanish
3 Jenelle Lyne Winters 
W ith High Honors
Marketing
3 Amy Michelle Bastianon 
1 Keelie E. Brandt 
W ith High Honors 
3 Jamie Leigh Burnett 
3 Lindsey Campbell
3 Jacob William Carter
W ith Honors
4 Glenn Mateo Corbin
W ith Honors
Also with Major in Management 
3 Thomas C. Devener 
3 Marcie Erin Duaime 
W ith High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Psychology
1 Josh Michael Frickle 
3 Amanda M. Garcia
3 Kristen Claire Gill
2 Molly Beth Hays
2 John Paul Holovnia
3 Rachel Jean Howe
W ith High Honors 
3 Jeremy C. Keith
3 Matthew Carl King
W ith High Honors
4 Sara Leonard
3 Nicholas Ludwig
4 Sierra Dawn Manfre 
3 Catherine Martin
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith a Minor in Sociology
3 Kelley R. Mattingly
4 Hanim Mazam
W ith Honors
Also with Major in International 
Business
3 Kristin L. McIntosh
4 Jody Wayne Miller
4 Tannen Mitchell-Briggs 
W ith High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Spanish 
4 Alex Montanaro 
3 Casey R. Ohman 
3 Heather Pastorius
W ith a Minor in Communication 
Studies
3 Alicia Marie Pierce 
3 Heather LeAnn Pippin 





Also with Major in Management 
3 Aimee Bowe Roberts 
W ith Honors
W ith a Minor in Communication 
Studies
3 Kelsey Bridge t-Elizabeth Ryan
4 Katie Lynn Salo
Also with Major in Management 
2 Dustin Sasken
44-----
4 Savannah Rose Sinquah
3 Todd Wesley Snyder
4 Jason Styrman
W ith High Honors 
3 Robert K. Verwom 
3 Brianne Ward 
3 Ryan Weightman
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T he candidates w ill be presented by R oberta D. Evans 
D ean o f  the School o f  Education
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Arts in
Education
Education
2 Donald James Asbury
With a Minor in Psychology
3 Maralee Irene Ayers
With High Honors 
3 Lynnsey Baker 
With High Honors 
3 Lauren Hansen Beach 
3 Therese Bell 
3 Brent L. Benkelman 
With Honors
2 Taryn M. Blaz
3 Jessica Marie Blotsky
2 Carrie Lindsay Boyd
4 Kendall E. Bradley
3 Jennifer Marie Bukovatz
With High Honors
2 Andrew Burrell
3 Samantha J. Campbell 
2 Jennifer Marie Casey
W ith Honors 
2 Lindsey Ann Christian 
2 Mica Miriah Clarkson 
With High Honors 
2 Jessica E. Collins 
2 Noah Couser
With High Honors
2 Michelle M. Daniels
3 Cody Alan Davis 
3 Shawn DeStafney
With Honors 
2 Sara M. Dexter 
2 Jill Ann Dieser 
With Honors
1 Katelyn C. Dlouhy
With Honors
2 Christian L. Dullock-Binoche’




3 Felicia Ann Fahey 
With Honors 
3 Meg A. Feist 
3 Aaron Lansdowne Flager 
With High Honors
3 Dani L. Fleming
With Honors
2 Reid Fleshman
W ith High Honors
4 Jennie Leigh Folkerts
3 Emily Jean Fredenberg
With High Honors
2 Kelly Garrett
1 Rebecca Sue Gulledge 
W ith Honors
3 Janna M. Gulman
3 Magdalen B. Haflich 
With High Honors
3 Jessie Bond Herbert
W ith High Honors
1 Analea Hronek
With Honors
2 Cary Marie Hutson
4 Brandon J. Ihde
3 Chuad Johnson
3 Michael Joseph Joyce
4 Nichole C. Kenfield
2 Caleb Ronald Neal Kenison
3 Tracey L. Kleckner 
2 Whitney E. Kugler
W ith Honors
4 Jazlyn Irene Langford
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Spanish 
2 Shawn Lensner 
2 Hilary R. Lozar 
With High Honors




2 Joshua Padraic Meek
With High Honors
3 Destinie Meyer
3 Andrea Lynn Mooney 
3 Tara Murphy 
3 Cassie J. Murray 
3 Emma Murray 
With Honors 
3 Audrey A. Neiman 
3 Lacey Nerdig
With a Minor in Human and Family 
Development
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3 Sydney Danielle Northway 
W ith Honors 
3 Tricia Leann Owens
2 Michael J. Paduani
W ith Honors
3 Damian Graeme Patterson
2 Mary Margaret Pickering
W ith Honors
3 Allen D. Poor
3 Leslie Lynn Reese 
W ith High Honors
2 Lindsay R Rondeau
W ith Honors
3 Bryn Rouse
W ith High Honors 
3 Lindy L. Running Crane 
2 Erin L. Satterlee 
2 Lilian Schell
W ith High Honors 
2 Shayna Summer Schildt 
2 Sierra Shawnee Schlidt
2 Jocelyn Marie Sherman
W ith Honors
3 Kimberly Smith
W ith Honors 
2 Andrew F. Squires
2 Donna Marie Squires
W ith Honors
3 Saul A. Steuer
W ith a Minor in Music 
3 Donna Stewart 
3 Scott Frederick Storer 
2 Erika Marie Styler 
W ith Honors
2 Krista J. Swanson
W ith High Honors
3 Tiffany R. Tritz
3 De’Anna Lynn West
4 Kacie E. G. Williamson
2 Brynn Rachel Wohlfeil
W ith Honors
3 Adrienne Leigh Young
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Science in 
Health and Human Performance
Health & Human Performance 
3 Lucas McKay Alford
2 Mirinda Noelle Atchison
3 Megan Dianne Bays
W ith High Honors 
3 Kevin M. Bereta
2 Todd Alan Bergstrom
1 Clint Caldwell Bigham
3 Sarah Madison Blakey
W ith High Honors
1 Tobias N. Bonfiglio
3 Stephanie N. Bortz
4 Tyler David Bowen 
3 Kristin Bowman
2 Shelley Nicole Boyd
W ith Honors
3 Kaci Lee Calaway
W ith Honors 
2 Laura Irene Carmel
2 Shannon Christiansen
3 Jodie Lynn Cleaver
W ith Honors
2 Chad M. Clouse
3 Rory Patrick Considine 
3 Jennifer M. Cook
3 Casey Cordial
2 Lindsay Ann Crandall
W ith Honors




4 Elisha K. Erickson
W ith Honors 
1 Jory Erickson
1 Rebecca Marie Estelle
W ith Honors
2 Daniel Roy Ferguson
3 Carlee S. Flasnick
W ith Honors 
3 Marjorie L. Garcia
3 Megan June Gaskill
With Honors
4 Sarah Elizabeth Gehringer 
4 Vernon Grant
With High Honors 
3 Lisa M. Hayes 
W ith Honors 
3 Duke E. Haynes 
3 Colleen Yvonne Hecht 
3 Joseph D. Heil 
With Honors
2 April Sue Heimann
W ith Honors
3 Jason Peter Hermes
2 Joseph D. Hess
4 Brent L. Hildebrand
3 Eric Ho
3 Amanda Holt 
With High Honors 
1 Michael Hopper Jr.
3 Jessica Erin House 
3 Kristen Louise Houston 
With Honors
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3 Emily L. Isett 
3 Jordan Elysia Ives 
W ith Honors 
3 Josef Brent Jessop 
W ith Honors
3 Hokulani Soon Yil Jordan 
3 Marc Alan Keller
2 Clyde L. Kidd
W ith High Honors
3 Elizabeth A. Kingen
W ith High Honors 
2 Trevor Kitchin
2 Kelsey L. Kynett
1 Joshua Robert LaForest 
1 Dana Kay Lauridsen 
W ith High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Psychology
3 Ian G. Lewis
W ith High Honors
1 Dusty M. Lindeen
W ith Honors 
3 Tracy Nicole Louk
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors
2 Michael Franklin Lund
3 Meagan Renae MacDonald
W ith Honors 
3 Thomas W. Mackenroth
3 Lisa Anne Marron
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
4 Medard Maynard
3 Daniel T. McFarland 
W ith High Honors 
3 Brian Thomas McGrath 
W ith High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Japanese 
3 Megan M. McKinnie 
3 Stephanie Brianne Mentch
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
3 Cari A. Mickelson 
1 Mikal Eileen Marie Mickelson 
3 Eris A. Miller
W ith a Minor in Psychology 
1 Alicia Ann Mills 
3 Abby Jo Morlock 
W ith High Honors 
3 James Abraham Morrison 
3 Brian Morton 
3 Brice W. Newman 
W ith Honors 
3 Misaki Nihei 
W ith Honors
3 Amanda Fay Norgaard 
W ith High Honors 
3 Rylee M. O ’Connell 
3 Ashley A. Paulson 
W ith High Honors 
3 Jeffrey Michael Peters
W ith a Minor in Psychology 
3 Jessica Lee Peterson 
3 Elizabeth Alexandra Petrie 
3 Megan Rose Borke Pfau 
3 Lisa Rae Phillips
University Scholar, Honors Program 
3 Stephanie R. M. Radke 
3 Stephanie Rose Michelle Radke 
2 Joshua Ramey
2 Nicole Rodriguez
3 Lisa Morgan Rogers
3 Erica R. Rollins
W ith Honors
4 Graham A. Scott 
3 Taylor J. Selig
3 Ryan Francis Senn 
W ith High Honors 
3 Grace E. Shapland 
3 Zachary A. Sherbo 
3 Kelly JoAnn Smith 
3 Clover LaRae Smith-Anaquod 
3 Marcia Lynn St. Goddard 
W ith Honors 
3 Bethany L. Stanberry
2 Jan Harm Steenekamp
3 Brett A. Steinmetz 
3 Naomi C. Taylor
W ith High Honors 
3 Amy Meghan Thayer
1 Christine Tortorella 
3 Sky A. Vernon
W ith Honors
3 Ashli Erin Wade
W ith a Minor in Spanish
4 Tori Rae Wanty
3 Scott Matthew Wardian
2 Patricia Gail Warrick
3 Michael Dwaine Weideman 
3 Tara Marie Weir
W ith Honors 
3 Jenna Noel Westermark 
3 Lucas M. Whitcher 
3 Erin Danielle Williams 
W ith Honors 
3 Jaime M. Willis 
1 Lindsay Nicole Winans 
3 Kyla Renee Wolfson 
W ith High Honors
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School of Fine Arts
T he candidates w ill be presented by Shirley E. H ow ell 
D ean o f  the School o f  F ine Arts
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Arts 
Art
3 Jack Clifford Bennett 
3 Kim Jae Foley 
3 Jennifer Priscilla Hornby 
W ith Honors 
3 Brandon James Ozbun 
3 Jacob D. Parks
2 Travis D. Smith
3 Jolene M. Swanke
4 Allison Ann Willis
Drama
3 Erin Amber Lamb 
Fine Arts
1 Michelle Melissa Adam 
1 Caitlin Maire Aiston 
W ith High Honors 
Also with Major in French
3 Daniel Greg Bealer
4 Lucy Ammons Beard
W ith High Honors 
4 Erik Andrew Benson 
3 Ashley Nicole Breza 
3 Dan Callahan 
3 Eric Lee Case 
3 Amanda J. Cevallos 
3 Kevin Patrick Connelly 
1 Andrew James Copley
1 Mario Jane Crocifisso
2 Elizabeth Anne Cronin
W ith Honors
Also with Major in Anthropology
3 M att Dagle
W ith Honors 
W ith a Minor in Music 
2 Brooke Amber Davidson 
W ith Honors 
2 Wynne Dawson
W ith a Minor in Psychology
1 Helen Monica Derheim
2 John Robert Driessen
3 David M. Errigo Jr.
W ith High Honors 
2 Lisa Esch 
W ith Honors
2 Drew Steven Faddis
3 Justin Fell
Also with Major in Sociology 
3 Hass Ghaddar 
3 Sarah Kay Greenfield 
W ith Honors 
W ith a Minor in Music
1 Julia D. Griffin
3 Stephaney Ann Marie Hutchings 
W ith a Minor in Media Arts
1 Burke T. Jam 
3 Alicia Jones
3 Bethany E. Joyce 
W ith High Honors 
3 Shane Jurasek
2 Max Hoyt Koch
W ith High Honors 
With a Minor in Geography
2 Rebekah G. Lemus
W ith Honors
3 Molly O ’Mara Madden
W ith Honors 
3 Jennifer Malagrida 
3 Hilary Rose Martens
University Scholar, Honors Program 





W ith Honors 
3 Tiffany L. Miller
2 Kenneth Mogan
3 Renae Shauna Monarco
4 Krystal Renee Murphy
2 Claire Christine Niewerdorp
3 Kelsey Cristine Peterson 
3 Stefanie Jo Pomero
With Honors
2 Teri Jo Marie Rask
With a Minor in Media Arts
3 Jennifer M. T. Reger
W ith a Minor in French
1 Orie B. Roberts
3 Stefanie J. Romero 
3 Leanna E. Rorvik
2 May Louise Schlotzhauer
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
3 Ryan Lind Staninger
3 Jessica Ann Vashro
4 Melissa Joan Vaughn 
3 Erin M. Warren
2 Timothy Patrick Wickes 
2 Laura Abby Wright
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
2 Hannah Yazzolino 
With High Honors 
W ith a Minor in Dance
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Media Arts
3 Matthew Jason Beard
4 William Lee Birkenbuel
3 Christopher M. Boeshans 
3 Skylar Lareen Boggs 
3 Eric Bucy
3 Amber Marjorie Bushnell
W ith Honors
4 Morgan Margrethe Stier 
4 Josie Nicole Clevidence
W ith Honors 
3 Treb Day Cobb 
W ith High Honors 
3 Donald E. Earl 
3 Matthew William Ferguson 
3 Sara Danielle Gunderson 
W ith Honors 
3 Briana Marie Hobbs 
W ith Honors
W ith a Minor in Psychology 
3 Jason M. Holler 
With Honors
Also with Major in Geography 
3 Amanda Sue Keefer 
With Honors 
3 Jesse C. Koepke 
3 Philip Shawn Lellek 
3 Sean Peter McCormick 
W ith High Honors 
3 Samuel Reed Peeples 
W ith Honors 
3 David Paul Reese 
3 Madison Lyn Schroeder 
W ith a Minor in German
3 Bonnie Maureen Stedman
With Honors
4 Morgan Margrethe Stier 
3 Ryan Troutwine
3 Louey A. Winkler 
W ith Honors 
3 Peter-Max Winkler 
W ith Honors 
3 Garrett Lee Yeager
Music
3 Elizabeth Towson Cleminshaw 
W ith High Honors 
3 Mary K. Connole
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Art
3 Lyle William Morrow II 
Drama
3 Eugene E. Edwards Jr.
Fine Arts
3 Nanako Arita 
W ith Honors 
3 Emily A. Asmus 
3 Aaron Keith Bartz 
2 Isan Brant 
With Honors
3 Jessica Mijo Brinkerhoff 
W ith Honors 
3 John Budge
3 Garrett Lindsey Burreson 
W ith High Honors 
3 Amber L. Cantalope 
1 Ture James Carlson 
W ith Honors 
3 Jesse Quinn Carnes 
3 William Lee Corbin 
3 Sarah M. Dargan 
W ith High Honors 
3 Jordan Erin Dehline 
W ith High Honors 
3 Michael Paul Fink
W ith a Minor in Anthropology 
3 Maria Rowene Giarrizzo
University Scholar, Honors Program 
W ith High Honors 
3 Lacey Michele Gibbons
3 Sara Gunderson
W ith Honors
4 Holly L. Hamper 
3 Ramsay A. Hay
W ith Honors 
3 Cassandra Rae Johnson 
W ith Honors 
3 Josephine Ryan Jolena 
3 Aya Kadono 
3 Joseph Knoepfler 
1 Matthew Hayes Lindsay 
3 Leah Kim Loyer 
W ith Honors
With a Minor in Art History/Criticism 
3 Kirby R. Majerus 
W ith Honors 
3 Amber Rose Mason 
W ith High Honors 
3 Amber Rose Mason 
W ith High Honors
1 Karen R. Maxwell 
3 Keith H. Miller
2 Lillian R. Nelson
3 Martha A. Neslen
W ith Honors 
3 Ty Olomon 
3 Jackson D. Palmer 
W ith Honors 
3 Whitney Elise Polich 
With High Honors 
3 Kayla Romberger
W ith a Minor in Spanish 
3 Jenny Bea Sanderson
3 Ashley Adrienne Sears
W ith Honors
2 Tim A. Strom
4 Gillian Brooke Todd
W ith Honors
With a Minor in Dance
3 Whitney Itsuko Wakimoto
With High Honors
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THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Music 
Composition & Music Technology 
3 Joshua R. Berg 
3 Eric Lee Case
2 Frederick Brian Crase
With High Honors
3 Michael Golinski
1 Tyler Harrison Joyner 
With High Honors
Performance
3 Christopher Ryan Bengochea 
3 Hilary Elizabeth Dersam 
3 Kathleen E. Ferris 
With Honors
3 Samantha Bryn Gault
4 Cody Hollow
3 Elizabeth Maria Kalafat 
With High Honors 
3 Tyrell William Lundman
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
3 Thomas E Pertis 
3 Kathleen M. Regan
3 MaKenzie Talbot 
3 Joel Andrew Wolcott 
With Honors
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Music 
Education
Music
3 Ryan S. Davis 
With High Honors
1 Dawn B. Douglass
With Honors 
3 Brandon Dean Ensley
2 Kristin B. George
With High Honors
3 Evan Crawford Goldhahn
With Honors
With a Minor in Computer 
Applications 
3 Robert Warren Prince 
With High Honors 
3 Katherine Amanda Rowold 
With High Honors 




T he candidates w ill be presented by Peggy J .  Kuhr  
D ean  o f  the School o f  Journalism
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Arts in 
Journalism
Journalism
4 Eric Jeffry Allen 
3 Margaret B. Anderson 
With Honors
With Minors in Political Science and French 
3 Robert Ashley 
With Honors 
With a Minor in History 
3 Tyson Edward Ballew 
3 Jacklyn Melissa Bartz 
3 Diego Leonardo Bejarano 
1 Dianne Michelle Bentz 
1 Matthew B. Bloom 
3 Daniel Ryan Bobbe
With a Minor in Media Arts 
1 Melissa A. Brackley 
1 Peter Kurt Bulger
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors 
With a Minor in History 
1 Leanne Clark
3 Rachel Leigh Cook 
With High Honors 
Also with Major in Political Science 
With a Minor in International Development 
Studies 
3 Patrick Cross 
With Honors
With Minors in Wildlife Biology and Spanish
1 Timothy Edward Dailey
With a Minor in Media Arts
2 Peter Edward Delmoe
3 Steven Matthew Dent
3 Nicholas C. Domitrovich 
With a Minor in French 
3 Jennifer Donohue 
With Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
Also with Major in Political Science
2 Vanessa Star Dunham
3 Ashleigh M. Ebert
With a Minor in Central &  Southwest Asian 
Studies
3 Heidi E. Fillingim 
3 Ashley Elise Fladmo 
3 Keiji Fujimoto
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3 Brian J. Gaul 
With Honors
2 Maritsa Alise Georgiou
3 Brandon L. Gondeiro
W ith a Minor in History
4 Brandon Gonski
3 Jake Peterson Grilley
W ith a Minor in Media Arts
1 Patrick Gruhler
3 Emily Christine Haas
2 Michael Edward Handford
3 Amanda Marie Harris
With High Honors
3 Lacey Anne Hawkins
W ith Honors
W ith a Minor in French
1 Mary Maureen Hayes
W ith Honors
With a Minor in Media Arts
4 Rachel M. Honrud
With High Honors 
3 Chelsea Anne Jansen 
With High Honors 
Also with Major in History 
3 Tyler Joyce 
3 Karl Krempel
Also with Major in Political Science 
3 Amber Kuehn 
W ith Honors
2 Timothy Ryan Kupsick
2 James A. Laber
3 Dylan M. Laslovich 
2 Dennis R. Lester
With a Minor in Media Arts
2 Keriann Lynch
W ith Honors
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With a Minor in Communication Studies
3 Jessica G. Mayrer
With High Honors 
1 Craig W. McCallum 
With High Honors 
Also with Major in Political Science 
3 Kerry Jane McKay 
With High Honors
With a Minor in Communication Studies 
1 James Alexander McMahon 
3 Katie Lee Michel
With a Minor in Political Science 
3 Krista Marie Miller 
3 Angela D. Monroe
University Scholar, Honors Program 
1 William Dean Moss III 
3 Christian Murdock 
3 Joseph R. Nowakowski 
3 Melanie Overcast
University Scholar, Honors Program 
With High Honors
With a Minor in Communication Studies 
3 Anne Michelle Pastore 
W ith a Minor in History
B A C C A L A U R E A T E
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3 Lauren Elizabeth Pedrick
With a Minor in Communication Studies
2 Miller Nickel Resor
With a Minor in Latin American Studies
3 Grant L. Rhodes
1 Emilie Ruth Ritter
W ith a Minor in Political Science
2 Jared Ritz
1 Ethan Robinson
With a Minor in English
2 Christopher Larson Rodkey
3 Alexander William Sakariassen
Also with Major in History 
1 Jasa Jo Santos
1 Ira Sather-Olsom 
3 Emma Schmautz
W ith High Honors 
W ith a Minor in History
2 Erica Rose Simpson
W ith a Minor in Political Science
3 James L. Snook
3 Wayne Louis Stell 
3 Katherine Elizabeth Stukey
2 Irina A. (Cates) Svetlichnaya
3 Dillon James Tabish
With a Minor in History 
3 Megan R. Taylor
With a Minor in Communication Studies 
3 Oriana Meadowsong Turley
2 Curtis Bradshaw Wacklerle
3 Devin Wagner
3 Zachary Warren
W ith a Minor in Music
2 Tyler J. Wilson
3 Murphy Woodhouse
With High Honors
With Minors in Spanish and Latin American Studies
THE DEGREE OF Bachelor of Arts in Radio-
Television
Radio-Television
2 Lee Jay Achenbach
3 John Ryan Corwin
3 Layne Fisher
4 Andrew Michael Granbois
3 Jason William Hendrickson 
With a Minor in History 
3 Elijah William Hunt
With a Minor in Media Arts 
3 Alexander Krigsvold 
3 Jamie Anne Leary
With a Minor in Communication Studies 
3 Cody Eugene Munson 
3 Jeremy B. Pool 
3 Cristin Rae Rennick
With a Minor in Media Arts
2 Kim Roscoe
3 Oliver K. Sommerauer 
3 Christophr Spencer
3 Aricka Colleen Turner
D E G R E E S
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College of Health Professions and Biomedical Sciences
T he candidates w ill be presented by D avid  Forbes 
D ean  o f  the C ollege o f  H ealth  Professions an d  B iom ed ica l Sciences
THE DEGREE OF Certificate 
Public Health 
3 Kari A nn Samuel
THE DEGREE OF Doctor of Pharmacy 
Pharmacy
2 Karlee A nn Amestoy
W ith Honors
3 Hailey A nn Barba 
3 Nathan A. Bartle
W ith High Honors 
3 Ashley A. Bentcik
2 Kristen Kiemele Bemtson
W ith High Honors
3 Curt Bertsch
3 Kristin M. Bevolden 
W ith High Honors 
3 Britani A nn Blair 
2 Nicole S. Bolton
2 Alicia Christians Byrd
W ith Honors
3 David Call
W ith High Honors 
3 Debra M. Chibroski 
3 Erin Dawn Clark 
W ith Honors
2 Kristine Marie Coffin
3 Amy Beal Cook
W ith Honors 
3 Lauren Rae Corcoran 
W ith Honors 
2 Ryan Fevold 
2 Joshua L. Fisher 
2 Matthew Frye 
W ith Honors
2 Leslie Ivonne Galindo
W ith High Honors
3 Katie E. Giammona 
2 Brian James Gilson
W ith Honors
2 Landon Dean Godfrey
W ith Honors
3 Stephen Hargis 
3 Erica Harkin
2 Corey Robert Heffeman 
2 Kacie Kae Hendricks
2 Olufunmilayo Johnson
W ith High Honors
3 Micajah LLewellyn 
3 Tyler Lannoye
2 Daniel J. Lee
W ith Honors





3 Jeffrey Robert Nikolaisen
2 Shawn G. Patrick
3 Jedidiah Paul Pipolo
W ith High Honors 
2 Bryan F. Potts
2 Loron F. Powelson
3 Maria Clariza Ramos '
3 Elizabeth Marie Rensvold 
W ith High Honors 
3 Ross Roadarmel 
W ith Honors 
3 Sheena Robertson
2 Stephanie Ann Robertson
W ith Honors
3 Molly Mead Schlinger 
3 Heidi J. Simons
W ith High Honors
2 Kristen Sperle
3 Shannon Nichole Stuckey
W ith Honors
2 Miranda Denise Sundsted
3 Jacob B. Thiesse
2 Michael J. Thomas
3 Victoria Tonnu Van-Thuong
W ith High Honors 
3 Jerod Vradenburg 
3 Amy Ann Waetje
2 Kimberly Anne Whetham
W ith High Honors
3 Brittney Williams 
3 Kelly Woldt
W ith Honors 
2 Michael Wollan 
With Honors
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3 Kiyomi Shannon Yamaguchi 
3 Christopher C. Young
2 RuoFan Yu
THE DEGREE OF Doctor of Physical 
Therapy
Physical Therapy
3 Nikki Ann Bolstad
3 Adam Michael Borg 
3 Tina Christine Bouchard 
3 Devn T. Brown 
3 Kristine Renee Campbell 
3 Angela Jean DeWispelaere 
3 Anna Doubek 
3 Matthew S. Erickson 
1 Laura Elizabeth Fisher 
3 Leandra Rose Gebhardt 
3 Kyle Aaron Holbrook 
3 Jenessa Lianne Johnson
3 Anna Christine Kalkwarf 
3 Patrick Kincaid 
3 Megan Longenecker 
3 Jessica K.E. Malouf 
3 Surrena Kate Davidson Michels 
3 Kristy Lee Miller 
3 Sara Jo Mosset 
3 Courtney O ’Rear 
3 Lindsy Fritz Olson 
3 Rita Kristine Prinkki 
3 Holly Patricia Richards 
3 Tracie Elizabeth Schroeder 
3 Kathryn McCanlies Showers 
3 Sari Marie Stahl 
3 Ryan J. Strecker 
3 ZhohnAnn Kathleen Piva Thayn 
3 Sara Ann Wallace 
3 Angela M. Zendron
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D ean  o f  the School o f  L aw
THE DEGREE OF Juris Doctor 
Law
3 Stephen Perrow Adamson Jr.
3 Luke Michael Berger 
3 Cassidy Rose Blomgren 
3 Marcia Boris 
3 Jason T. Brown 
3 Christopher Wayne Carruthers 
3 Leah Kathleen Corrigan 
3 Nia Kathleen Doherty 
3 Neal Patrick DuBois 
3 John William Edwards 
3 Kathleen McGrath Ellis 
3 Elizabeth W. Erickson
2 Jennifer Lois Ewan
3 Ted Alan Fellman
3 Alison Patricia Garab 
2 Thorin A. Geist
2 Jennifer Ann Giuttari
3 Julia D. Goodkind 
3 Ashley A. Griffith 
3 Erica R. Grinde
2 Adam M. Hammatt
3 Mary Sabrina Hansen 
3 John T. Hrubes
3 Kelley L. Hubbard 
3 Emily Jones 
3 Ryan Nick Jones 
3 Travis M. Joyner 
3 Kendra Christine Kalbas 
3 Justin John Kalmbach 
3 Tara Keller 
3 Jordan Kilby 
3 Austin Miles Knudsen 
3 Nathan Alexander Kosted 
3 Kerri Langoni 
3 Mary Welch Leffers 
3 Jessie Lea Lundberg 
3 Jessie Lynn Luther 
3 Jeffrey Dirk May 
3 Michael John McKeon Jr.
3 Brendan DeForrest McQuillan 
3 Lukia Athanasia Meras
3 Eric Daniel Mills 
3 Cynthia Monteau Moore 
3 Erin r. Murphy 
3 Jesse Gerald Myers 
3 Summer Nelson 
3 Hilary Joan Oitzinger 
3 Joni O ja 
3 Jason M. Powell 
3 Katie Rose Ranta 
2 James Gayle Reiff
2 William E. Rideg
3 Margaret Bridget Sample 
3 Lori Jill Sandman
3 Brett David Schandelson 
3 Dwight J. Schulte 
3 Amy Marie Scott Smith 
3 Thad D. Seegmiller
2 Julie R. Sirrs
3 Mark Smith
3 Rebecca Kay Smith 
3 Benny A. Snipes 
3 David Jan Steele II 
3 Rennie L. Stichman 
3 Susan D. Strachan 
3 Christopher Thayne Sweeney
2 Michael Peter Talia
3 Sara Faith Tappen 
3 Michael J. Tennant
3 Helen Clair Thigpen 
3 Owen Davenport Thilly
2 Mark Stuart Tipton
3 Samantha Preston Travis 
3 Robin Michelle Turner
3 Gabriel Valentine 
3 Lisa Wagner 
3 Jamie Marie Wells 
3 Angela Brady Naylor Wetzsteon 
3 Robert M. Wood 
3 Shaun Xu 
3 Amie Zendron
THE DEGREE OF Certificate 
Alternative Dispute Resolution 





The candidates  will be presented by D avid  A. Strobel 
D ean o f  the G raduate School
THE DEGREE OF Master of 
Accountancy
Accounting 
4 Heath E. Beck 
1 Ronda E Bowen 
4 Tyler Joseph Brand 
1 Mystelle M. Butterfield 
1 Brent Chadwick 
4 Rachel M. Cummings 
4 Amber Lane Daugherty 
1 Andrew J. Ehlert 
4 Christopher J. Gino 
4 Jillanne Goldberg 
4 Jessica Lynn Harris 
4 Jamie Nicole Hoffman 
1 Rosny Jumiati 
1 Wendy R. Lewis 
1 Elizabeth A. Macasaet 
4 Ingrid Mallo
1 Kyle Temple McCollum 
4 Nezha H. Melvin
4 Justine Milne
2 Kristin Morss
3 Joseph Paul Mungas
4 Tessa Kay Peressini 
1 Leo Michael Prigge
1 Tiffany Nicole Quale 
1 Amritha Mohan Rao
1 Drew Francis Rieker 
4 Christopher Roberts
2 Maria Ann Solum 
4 Yuntao Tan
3 Michael James Tennant
1 Christopher Patrick Tilleman
4 Matthew Donald Wagner 
4 Dustin Fredrick W hite
THE DEGREE OF Master of Arts 
Anthropology
3 Gregory M. Anderson
2 Jeffrey James Bisetti
2 Lara Briann Boyer
3 Christopher John Buckley 
1 Stephanie Lynn Call
3 Bonny Marie Christy 
3 Brenda Lea Covington
1 Amanda Katelin Gango 
3 Darrell G. Geisler
3 Jenee Caprice Gesler 
3 Kirsten Anne Green 
3 Amanda Clare Haught 
3 Heidi Ann HilLPicchietti 
3 Catherine R. Hutchins
2 Erika L. Karuzas
1 Helen Alexandra Keremedjiev
3 Erin J. Klahn
3 Blair Elizabeth Logan 
3 Nancy K. Luger 
3 Lester E. Maas 
3 Jolen Anya Minetz 
3 Cynthia Marie Mischke 
1 Sarah Nichole Parker 
3 Misty Marie Keahi Rego 
3 Travis Hoffmaster Rose 
3 Brent Rowley
1 Stacy G. Russell
3 Matthew Gregory Sadorf
2 Jeffery A. Schiel
3 Laura Ann St. Clair 
1 Jason Daniel Strahl 
1 Sarah A. Tarka
1 Laura Beth Wagster 
3 Anita C. Wilke
3 Debbie L. Wilkey 
3 Sarah Suzanne Mariah Wilson 
3 Aaron Stan Zadow
Communication Studies
2 Maria D. Blevins
3 Vailferree S. Brechtel
3 Nicholas Richard Burk
1 Kimberly Anne Clinger 
3 Susan Marie Cundiff
2 Jennifer L. Geist
3 Kira Stacey Jones 
3 Tiffany Lewis
3 Melissa A. Maier 
3 Ryan Morton 
3 Amy Rae Pearson 
3 Jeremy Rhodes
Counselor Education 
3 Salena Beaumont Hill 
2 Kellee Dawn Blom
2 Kevin Carter Brown
3 Benjamin Connor Carr 
3 Ann Marie Douglas
3 Aine Rose Doherty Franczyk 
3 Brandy Gillespie
1 Joshua L Inabnit
2 Robert Compton Jeffs
1 Sarah Anne Jones
3 Jackie Kohlbeck
2 Lara Rochelle Krick
3 Sherry Loberg
3 Carl John McKay
2 Jody Lavonne Mosher
3 Geraldine Begay Pete
1 Melissa Elizabeth Robbins 
3 Misty L. Salois 
3 Elizabeth D. Scobee 
3 Kristin B. Swan
3 Dy Anna M. Three Irons-Wilson 
3 Christopher Todd Weaks
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3 Joy Lorraine Weaks 
3 Susan C. Weaselhead 
1 Jennifer Ann West
Economics
3 Taylor Michelle Cook 
3 Caleb David Lande 
1 Matthew Larson Silbaugh 
3 Martin Twer 
1 Brian Philip Vander Naald
English
3 Ahlam Attyya M. Abulaila 
3 Andrea Lea Armstrong 
3 Christine Julia Bown 
3 Jennifer Laura Bucher 
3 Mary E. Burman 
3 Peter Thomas Clavin 
3 Timothy J. Cook 
3 Jason Lee Cooper 
3 John Copeland
1 Brian C. Grosenbaugh
3 Yvonne Michelle Hammond 
Also with Major in Secondary 
Certification
2 Jacob Hansen
3 Scott Davis Howard 
3 Brenda Yvette Lamb 
3 Rebecca L. Lupoid
3 Erika Noelle Mann 
3 Rachel S. May 
3 Flanna Elizabeth McLarty 
3 Nathan Frederick Ashley Miller
3 Mary Elizabeth Painter
4 Karen Jo Perlinger
3 Amanda Marie Peterson 
3 Robert Keith Plakke
2 Laurel E. Small Waisted Bear
3 Michael St. Thomas
1 Tracy J. Struck
3 Clare Marie Sutton 
3 Christina Marie Van Roekel
3 Paul David Vestal
2 Emily Yaksitch
Fine Arts
4 Debra K. Bohm
1 Jeffrey W. Brown
4 Robin E. Browning
2 Patrick Campbell
4 Melissa Dawn Claeys 
1 Linda A.E. Cripps 
4 Sarah Louise Crouse 
1 Stacey Fisher
3 Charlie Lynn Gaare
1 Jeanine Anne Gibby 
1 Mary M. Hinojosa 
1 Steven Lee Holte 
1 Heidi Louise Jachna
1 Philip Michael Johns
4 Jenna Brook Johnson Swafford 
3 Shandy April Lemperle
3 Carlie Shaw Magill
2 Clara Sharon Famham McLane
4 Michelle S. Montierth
•K --------
4 Janet Rae Morgenstem 
1 Kyla L. Morton 
1 Lisa Nicholls 
4 Mary-Kate Nienhuis 
4 Carolyn Joyce Pardini
3 Kathryn Lorraine Rodriguez
4 Julie Renae Rustand
4 Jennifer Rae Sanderson
Also with Major in Fine Arts 
1 Tammy L. Schnittgrund 
1 Angela Nichole Schowengerdt 
4 Steven Joseph Schwab
1 Carrie Scozzaro 
4 Kate M. Wagner
2 John Well'Off-Man 
4 Julie F. Whipple
1 Stephanie Jeane White
Geography
3 Deborah Jeanne Belden 
3 Nathan E. Davis
3 Deana DeWire 
3 Laura Leeanne Forrest 
3 Meghan Marie Gemma 
3 Ethan Jerome Gottschalk 
3 Benjamin J. Growley
2 Jennifer Lynn Hamilton
3 Elizabeth Anne Hertz
2 Sidney Rankin Holmes Jr.
3 Louis Jarvis 
3 Jillian Jurica
3 Daniel J. Kostelnik 
3 Gregory W. Lewis
2 Chad E. Newman
3 Nathan George Pelletier 
2 Benjamin J. Ravitz
2 John Perkins Sanford
2 Kimberly R. Spielman
3 Glenn K. Stad
3 Christopher C. Stump 
3 Miles J. Wacker 
3 Heather Rae Weldon 
3 Robert Tyrell Wolosin
History
3 Peter Miles Aagaard 
3 Doris Swann Avery 
3 Shawn Patrick Bailey 
3 Margaret Ashley Caldwell 
3 Brent E. Cummings 
3 Katie Green 
3 Milena Oganesyan 
3 Peter N. Olsen 
3 Joshua Pollarine
Intercult Youth & Family Devel
3 Jose Miguel Anchordoqui
4 Chevonne T. Blackman 
3 Anna Edwards
2 Clayton David Kennedy
3 Jessica Lewis
3 Danielle McCarthy 
3 Lukin Travis Murphy 
3 Twila Mae Old Coyote
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2 Emily Ann Potter
2 Arianna Jaye Robinson
3 Julie Renee Schillreff
Journalism
3 Rose G. Boyer 
2 Paul C. Brohaugh
2 Caitlin Jean Copple
3 Kimberly E Cosgrove 
3 Emily Lauren Darrell 
3 Mary Martha Hudetz
3 Natalie Brooke Mourton
4 Kristine Tessie Paulsen 
3 Elizabeth A. Rauf
3 Jonathan Michael Stumpf
Linguistics
3 Kennetta Kathleen Aune 
1 Kelsi Camp
1 Melinda Kay Mix
4 Meredith L. Ward
Media Arts
4 Jennifer Rae Sanderson 
Mathematics
3 Michael Anthony Gilliam
2 John Abraham Goldes
3 John Z. Hossler
3 Erica Kathleen Miller 
3 Joseph H. Mousel 
3 Demitri Plessas 
3 Jordan Purdy
2 Liam Rafferty
3 Mary J. Riegel
3 Lahna Leslie VonEpps
M odem  Languages & Literatures 
3 Elisabeth Helen Rosemarie Belz 
3 Arianne Margolin 
3 Robert Earl Mottram 
3 Kristi M. Schendel 
3 Stella Zion
Philosophy
3 Joshua William Laabs 
3 Hailey M. Magsig
3 Eric Dane Walker
2 Vincent William Wisniewski Jr
Political Science
4 Erin Anne Burd
3 Steven Carl Hurin
3 Katrin-Marie Lirios Madayag
Psychology
3 Erin Briana Gettel 
3 Heather Lynn Kirby
Sociology
3 Richard Patrick Bixler
4 Jeffrey Alan Gutierrez
3 Michelle Albus Johnson 
3 Cory R. Kambak 
1 Patrick Anthony Laughlin 
3 Sarah Lynn Moesser 
3 Sarah Rae Pucket
School Psychology 
3 Eric Aune 
3 Laura J. Burley 
3 Brice Erin Cordier 
3 Hannah R. Harwood 
3 Juliana Morrow 
3 Allison A. Taylor
THE DEGREE OF Master of Business 
Administration
Business Administration 
1 Joseph J. Adams
3 Jon Aliri
4 Matthew J. Bagley
1 Bradley Aaron Batiuk 
1 Lawrence Joseph Beck 
3 Leigh E. Bitney
3 Aaron David Blatt
1 William D. Boger
4 Michael Richard Bonnes 
3 Daniel Browder
2 Sabrina Marie Burton
2 Travis Austin Cossitt
3 Jordan Jarrod Cramer 
3 Peter Thomas Crane
3 Patrick Scott Davis
3 Janelle M Fausett
4 Anthony Ferrini
3 Joshua Lee Fisher
3 Ashley Ann Griffith
4 Weiwei Gu
3 Cy Treven Hainey 
3 Morgan R. Halvorson 
3 Adam Brosten Hober
3 Linda McCain Hogg
4 Olena Iaremenko
4 Moneesha Kai Johnson 
3 Karly Kambich
1 Erin Michelle Kenter 
3 John Paul Klaboe
3 Jacob Rick Linville
2 Krishna C. Mandava
3 Nick Dennis Marudas
3 Phillip Michael Matteson 
3 Everett Litchfield McGaughey 
1 Kyle Richard McGovern 
3 Mary Murphy 
3 Peggy Nesbitt
1 Mickey K. Ogg
3 John Francis Ortstadt
3 Ariane Osorio
4 Nataliia Pashchynska 
4 Jacquelyn Polla
3 Bryan F. Potts
2 Raquel Montenegro Ramirez
3 Emily Katherine Rice
4 Kathryn Roberts
1 David Alan Sande 
3 Rachel J. Sly 
3 Eduard V. Stan 
3 Matthew Allan Stroth 
3 Daniel G. Synness 
3 Michael James Tennant
G R A D U A T E  D E G R E E S
-----X -----
3 John Andrew Tesdal
4 Gabriel Wayne Thomess 
4 Joel Thomas Veryser 
3 KarliA . Void
1 Tiffany Christine Wehrmann 
3 Joseph M. Wier
3 Robert M. Wood
Business Administration'Exter
2 Robert C. Boschee
3 Teresa K. Arens
3 Dale James Asanovich
4 Brent Badura
4 Jimmie D. Bates 
3 Laura Bianco-Adams 
3 Blain Bogar 
3 Janet Diggs
2 Penny Branscum Doak
3 William Joseph Frings 
3 Mark Carl Johnson
3 Michael Massey McCullough II
4 Nicholas D. Neuman 
3 Kelly Alan Nurse
3 Rodney J. Porch 
3 James C. Reilly 
3 Jennifer D. Roberts 
3 Stephen Boyd Smith
3 Timothy W. Tharp
THE DEGREE OF Master of Education 
Curriculum & Instruction
4 Jessica Alvarez-Shepard 
4 Crista M. Anderson
4 Suzette Rene Archibald-Wilson
3 Dustin J. Bahm
Also with Major in Secondary 
Certification
2 Maria L. Berger
Also with Major in Secondary 
Certification
4 Amanda Grace Bestor
Also with Major in Elementary 
Certification 
4 Wanda I. Brosten 
1 Jan Marie Burgess 
4 Mary Harney Callahan
3 Maureen Katheryn-Rose Campbell
Also with Major in Elementary 
Certification
4 Austen Johnson Carr
Also with Major in Secondary 
Certification
1 Deborah Lee Carstensen
2 Mary Ellen Carter
Also with Major in Elementary 
Certification 
1 Anne Z. Castren
3 Jennifer W. Cox
Also with Major in Secondary 
Certification
4 Jana Evanson Doyle
Also with Major in Elementary 
Certification
2 Gary Wallace Fegan
3 Lori Elison Freeman
Also with Major in Elementary Certification
4 Renee Jacqueline Funk
Also with Major in Special Education Endorsement
1 Carrie Greenwalt
4 Richard Heath Gross Jr.
Also with Major in Secondary Certification
2 Kent Charles Haab 
4 Kendra H. Hartman
3 Jeffrey Brent Hays
4 Patricia Healy
Also with Major in Elementary Certification 
1 Staci Hemmer
Also with Major in Secondary Certification 
4 Bradford D. Herron 
4 Dustin M. Hoon
Also with Major in Secondary Certification
1 Rhonda Carol Horner
2 Monica Ann Howie
Also with Major in Secondary Certification
3 Blake A. Ingram
Also with Major in Secondary Certification
4 Beau Francis Iwersen
Also with Major in Elementary Certification 
3 Laura Leone James
Also with Major in Secondary Certification
3 Jeremy Lee Jensen
1 Brandon A. Johnson
4 Karen Johnson
1 Scott Eric Johnson
Also with Major in Elementary Education 
4 Jessica Charlo Jones 
4 Sean J. Kiffe 
4 Mandi Lynn Klimpel 
4 Jode Kraft 
4 Randi Larson 
1 Junell Dyan Lawrence
3 Angelina M. Levandowski 
1 Della R. Lonner
Also with Major in Secondary Certification
4 Jacob A. Madsen
Also with Major in Secondary Certification 
4 Amy L. Martin
4 Michelle Cherie Martineau-Pittman
Also with Major in Secondary Certification 
4 Joan Mattelin 
4 Cole Phebe Maxwell 
1 Shane Mikel McCorkle
Also with Major in Secondary Certification 
1 Allison Marie McFarland
1 Brittany Reif McKenzie
Also with Major in Special Education Endorsement
3 Elizabeth Anne McLemore
Also with Major in Secondary Certification
2 Erica L. Mercurio
4 Rona Kathleen Monta
Also with Major in Secondary Certification 
4 Michael Marie Munson-Lenz 
1 Christina Meagan Newberry
Also with Major in Secondary Certification 
1 Kristine J. Nunn 
1 Noel Christine Osterman
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2 Marcy L. Otten
1 Erica Staley Parker
Also with Major in Elementary 
Certification
3 Tamara S. Campbell Peaslee 
1 Carol L. Wham Reed
1 Tiffany C. Reed
Also with Major in Elementary 
Certification 
1 Timothy J. San Pedro
Also with Major in Secondary 
Certification 
3 Lauralea Sanks
Also with Major in Special Education 
Endorsement 
1 Leif Seed
3 Shannon Ashley Selby 
1 Scarlett Esther Sherman
Also with Major in Secondary 
Certification
3 Deanne Lou Smith
Also with Major in Secondary 
Certification
4 Dustin L. Smith
Also with Major in Secondary 
Certification 
1 Karis L. Smith
Also with Major in Secondary 
Certification 
4 Corinne A. Spencer
Also with Major in Secondary 
Certification
1 Steven Leonard Stiff
2 Jessie Lee Tilton
Also with Major in Elementary 
Certification
1 Cecily Sky Townsend
4 Sharon M. Connelly Tucker
2 Valerie Pierce Umphrey 
1 Jesse Visciglia
1 Troy L. Waters 
1 Matthew Jonathan Wolk
Also with Major in Secondary 
Certification 
4 Diane Threas Woodard 
1 Elizabeth ZurMeuhlen
Education Leadership 
4 Sara M. Brahana
1 Anne M. Brownell-Tanner
3 Julie Anne Brule
4 Kevin Carlyle Chick 
4 Rose Ann Clark
4 Jamie Michael Courville
3 Daniel Paul Dismuke
2 Stephen Charles Engebretson
3 Sean Patrick Estill
4 Suzette Renee’ Fox
4 Kelly J. Glass
4 Joanna Lee Adelmann Goetting
3 Allen George Green
4 W. H. Aaron Griffin
2 Lori Grilley
3 Brian S. Held
4 Scott B. King 
3 Kimberly J Kingston
3 Katie M. Laslovich 
1 Steven Lee Lewis
1 James Blake Newby
4 Josh Phillip Preiss
2 Cherie S. Stobje
2 Dallas F. Stuker
3 Nathan H. Thorsteinson
Education Leadership-External
1 Kristin Winder
THE DEGREE OF Master of Fine Arts 
Creative Writing
3 Carter Simms Benton 
3 James Blanks 
3 Christine Julia Bown 
3 Trina Reagan Burke 
3 Nicholas Ekkizogloy 
3 Lucas A. Farrell 
3 Kelly Kathleen Ferguson 
3 Ellen Maureen Finnigan 
3 Travis Jackson Fortney 
3 Gregory T. Hill Jr.
3 Anne-Marie Waterman Inge 
3 Matthew Devon Kaler 
3 Naomi Anna Kimbell 
3 Kristin King-Ries 
3 Youna Kwak 
3 Catherine V. Moore 
3 Anna Rebecca Mueller 
3 Jessie Sobey 
3 Jane St. John 
3 Jasmine Dreame Wagner 
3 Clayton James Webber 
3 Laurie E. White
Fine Arts
2 Tonya D. Easbey
3 Jeffrey B. Garrett 
3 Russell R Gay
3 Nicholas G. Jenkins 
3 Hak Kyun Kim 
3 Maureen R. Mislivets 
3 Kathryn L. Rodriguez
THE DEGREE OF Master of 
Interdisciplinary Studies
Interdisciplinary Studies 
3 Samir Ibrahim Bitar
3 Cinna Mary Boyle
2 Yulia V. Filimonenko
4 Muriel R. Friedman
3 Joseph A. Garcia
2 Ronya Joy Hoblit
3 Jennifer Dacy Marangelo
2 Salisha Anne Old Bull
3 Aislinn R. Rioux
2 Dean James Waltee
THE DEGREE OF Master of Music 
Music
3 Heidi M. Ames
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3 Eric Wayne Bush 
1 Kurt Bernard Dufifher 
3 Joshua Rush Mietz 
3 Lucas Ray Poe-Kiser
3 Michael Shane Robertson
Also with Major in Secondary 
Certification
THE DEGREE OF Master of Public 
Administration
Public Administration
4 Karen A. Aguilera
1 Stacey Jean Anderson 
3 Ann Marie Buss
1 Stephen E Caldwell
3 Jueting Chen
2 Molly L. Collins
4 Taylor Michelle Cook 
2 Clay S. Courtright
2 Justin Morris Cross
3 Jason Patrick Eirkson 
3 Brian Patrick French
3 Jill Michal Hanson
4 Gerald Ray Harris 
1 Edith Anne Hills
4 Galen John Hollenbaugh 
4 Stephen D. Huntington
3 Togzhan K. Ibrayeva 
1 Stephanie Lang
1 Megan Dawn McCrae
4 Abigail A. McLane
1 Kristine K. Murphy
3 Linda Kay Northwick
3 Michelle R. Sangrey
4 Angela Dawn Simonson
2 Anthony D. Sook
3 George Olusola Soyemi
1 Kristina Swanson
2 Edward Mervin Tinsley
3 Misty L. Wallace 
3 M. Joseph Weber
3 Erik Jefferson Wood
4 Danat Zhumin
THE DEGREE OF Master of Science 
Biochemistry
4 Jessica Louise Gilbert
1 Christopher William Lennon
Biomolecular Structure & Dynam 
4 Christopher James Woolstenhulme 
Chemistry
2 James J. Covino II
3 Laura G. Little
1 Eric D. Paprocki 
3 Patricia Diane Stewart
3 Heidi L. Underberg
4 Jessica Lee Wood
Computer Science 
3 Erik M. Brilz 
1 Erin Michael Brimhall 
1 Chen Cao
-----
3 James Fishbaugh 
3 Mark W. Huston
3 Daniel Ross Lande 
2 Michael R Leary
2 Craig William Macholz
4 Nora J. McDougall
3 Geddy Ryan Tarbell




4 Matthew Brandon Barr 
4 Laura Becerra
3 Paige Bonaker 
3 Jason Alan Brininstool 
3 Jennifer Anne Browning 
3 Garrett James Budds 
3 Peter T. Bugoni
2 Benjamin Rogers Colvin
3 Megan Corrigan 
3 Brian Crawford
3 Allison Danae De Jong 
3 Anthony K. Dorame
3 Brian Ferrasci- O ’Malley
4 Michael Thomas Fiebig 
3 Katherine E. Green
3 Brooke Ann Havice
2 Megan Elizabeth Hollingsworth
3 Paul J. Kerman
3 Jeffrey W. LaVoie 
3 Sarah Lee Lawrence 
3 Helena D. Le Roux 
3 David Loos 
3 Ron W. Malecki
3 Peter M etcalf
4 Douglas Dean Milek 
3 Nathaniel I. Miller
2 Melissa Ann Mylchreest
3 Christopher Seth Nivens 
3 Daisy Elizabeth Patterson 
2 Kylie Paul
2 Teresa Louise Ponikvar 
2 Ross Rademacher 
2 William E. Rideg 
2 Craig Andrew Rigdon
2 Rebecca J. Rising
3 Tiffany Sohaila Saleh 
3 Rebecca Smith
3 Tyler H. Tappenbeck 
3 Nebojsa Vlajic 
3 Louis Volpe 
3 Elizabeth Jane Williams
2 Bryan Richard von Lossberg
Forestry
3 Joel Carmen Adams
2 Victoria Balfour
1 Jodi Elizabeth Berg
3 Sarah M. Bisbing
3 Ann Marie Hadlow
2 Noah V. Jackson
3 Nathaniel L. Johnson 
2 Lucas A. Jones
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3 Joss McKinnon 
3 Robert Michael Rich 
3 Kyle M. Stetler 
3 Timothy Erin Wallace
Geography
3 Mark B. English 
3 Erin Elizabeth Nock
Geology
3 Angie L. Bell 
3 Connie Lynn Brown 
3 Anthony Farinacci 
3 Erin Marie Haney 
3 Julian G. McCune
2 Jacob Steven Mohrmann
3 Donna Lee Smith
3 Mary Kathryn Sutherland 
3 Aaron C. Tenesch
Health & Human Performance 
3 Lorene K. Bishop 
3 Cara Jo Cocchiarella 
3 Sarah Cummings 
3 Tannis Mardece Hargrove 
3 Jacqueline M. Kakos
1 Ruliang Liao
3 Ian Richard Marshall 
3 Laura Leigh Mohar 
3 Adrian A. Yahvah
3 Laura M. Young
Integrative Micro & Biochem
4 Daniel Douglas Warnock 
Microbiology
3 Christine Bryanne Chandler 
Neuroscience
3 Alicia Ninet Awes 
Organismal Biology & Ecology 
3 Cameron Edwards Naficy 
Organismal Biology & Ecology 
* 3 Sarah Louise O’Neal
Psychology
3 Camille Barraclough
2 Nancy-Jane K. Doane
Recreation Management
3 Robert Daniel Nelson
3 Lee Gregory Rademaker
Resource Conservation
4 Michael Anthony Cacciapaglia
3 Paul David Clark
4 David R. Craig
3 Kate Elisabeth Dircksen
2 Stephen D. Handler
3 Augustine John Hill 
3 Motoshi Honda
2 Deborah Kay Izlar
3 Jason Andrew Seagle
1 Joanna E. Seibert
4 Colleen Elizabeth Teevin
2 Justina M. Toth
School Psychology
3 Karen Goll 
Toxicology
2 Tyler John Fortune






2 Angela G. Daenzer
3 Jonas Ian Davis
3 Christopher Allan Moanikeala Hammond 
3 Mohammad Ayaz Khan 
3 Mohammad Niaz 
2 Alina Maria Niklison
2 Zachary David Parsons
3 Brian Andrew Schwartz
2 Ty Douglas Smucker
3 William D. Sparklin 
1 Julia Judyta Witczuk
3 Iftikhar Uz Zaman
THE DEGREE OF Master of Public 
Health
Public Health
4 Paul Thomas Baumgartner 
4 Rachel G. Kovach
4 Apryle J. Pickering
THE DEGREE OF Master of Social Work 
Social Work 
3 Joy Clark Akin 
3 Matthew Vant Anderson
1 Kristin Best
3 Lauren Smith Caldwell
2 Katherine Pruitt Chapin
3 Justin W. Cline
3 Logan Robert Cook 
3 Jenifer G. Evers 
3 Teresa Jo Ann Geelan 
3 Randy Lee Guinard 
3 Nathan Thomas Hoyme 
3 Tessa L. Johnson 
3 Shaye L LaMunyan 
3 Patricia S LaPlant 
3 Angela Locke 
3 Stacy Jo Maier 
1 Warren A. Michelson 
3 Caitlin Moe 
3 Molly Meghan Molloy
1 Edward E Moriarity Jr.
3 Jesse Miller Mumford 
3 Timothy C. Myers
3 Katrina Susan O’Neil
2 Megan Anisa Phillips
3 Carey Lynn Roberts 
3 Kelly E Scariano
3 Julie Stetter 
3 Kacie M. Thompson 
3 Amy C. Traynham 






T he candidates w ill be presented by D avid  A . Strobel 
D ean  o f  the G raduate School
THE DEGREE OF Education Specialist 
Counselor Education
1 Kimberly Brown Campbell 
3 Monica Frances Carlson Roscoe 
1 Jenenne E. Howell 
3 Janet R. Maul-Smith
School Psychology 
1 Deanna Maria Burd 






T h e candidates w ill be presented by D avid  A . Strobel 
D ean  o f  the G raduate School
THE DEGREE OF Doctor of Education 
Curriculum & Instruction 
4 Sally Martinsen Bardsley
3 Jeffrey Willard Crews
Dissertation: Impacts of a Teacher 
Geospatial Technology Professional 
Development Project on Student 
Spatial Literacy Skills and Interests 
in Science and Technology in 5 - 12 
Classrooms Across Montana
4 Alicia Gignoux
3 Scott Richard Hohnstein
3 Khaled Yahya Huthaily
Dissertation: Second Language 
Instruction with Phonological 
Knowledge: Teaching Arabic to 
Speakers o f English
4 Richard Dennis Lahti II
Counselor Educ & Supervision 
2 Cheryl Lynn Minnick
Dissertation: The Experience of 
Attrition: A  Phenomenological Study of 
Freshmen in Academic Good Standing 
at The University of Montana
Education Leadership 
2 Corrienne Beres
Dissertation: Learning Communities, 
Achievement &  Completion: Exploring 
Relationships in Southern Alberta 
Secondary Schools
2 Nancy Kristine Gagen Clouse
Dissertation: The Leadership Role in 
Online Support Programs for Beginning 
Teachers
3 Deborah Wynne Deak
Dissertation: Principal Preparation and 
the Paradigm of Alberta Public School 
Principals: A  Multiple Case Study 
3 Wendell Blaine Hogg
Dissertation: Teachers’ Perceptions of 
First Nations, Metis and Inuit Students 
in Alberta Public School Classrooms 
3 Timothy L. Kober
Dissertation: Is Accounting Education 
Aligning with the Expectations o f the 
Marketplace? An Analysis of CPA Firm 
Hiring Preferences Related to the 150 - 
Hour Requirement
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2 James H. Lindstrom
Dissertation: The Relationship 
Among Washington State County 
Commissioners’ Knowledge &  
Perceptions of W SU Extension &  Their 
W illingness to Fund W SU  Extension
3 Kevin Michael Mays
Dissertation: Enlightened Leadership:
A Phenomenological Study on the 
Leadership Experience of Vipassana 
Meditation Practitioners
4 Douglas G. McBroom 
3 Nolen Ben Olsen
Dissertation: Understanding Parental 
Motivation to Home School: A  
Qualitative Case Study 
3 Kelly Burke Thomas
Dissertation: An Analysis of Alberta’s 
First Nations, Metis, and Inuit School 
- Community Learning Environment 
Project
3 Rosalie Kay Walsh 
3 Barbara Yahvah
Dissertation: The Changing Paradigm of 
Accounting Education
THE DEGREE OF Doctor of Philosophy 
Biochemistry/Microbiology 
1 David J. Jr Blake 
1 Meghan C. Lybecker
Dissertation: A  Small RNA Regulates 
RpoS in Borrelia Burgdorferi
Biomolecular Structure & Dynam 
3 Margie A. Kinnersley
Chemistry
3 Ryan M. Boger
4 Chrissie A. Carpenter
Dissertation: Mannaric Acid and 
Mannaric Acid Polyamides: Synthesis 
and Characterization 
3 Jean-Louis Gregoire Etoga 
Dissertation: Synthesis and 
Biological Activity of Asymmetric 
Tetrahydropiperidines As 
Conformationally-Restricted Analogs 
of Glutamate. Amino Acid Analogs 




asymmetric phosphonates. Novel 
probes of cholinesterase structure and 
mechanism.
3 Michael Raymond Hinton
Dissertation: Xylaric, L-Arabinaric, 
D-Arabinaric Acids and Ribaric Acid- 
1,4-Lactone and Polyamides Therefrom 
- Synthesis and Characterization
1 Mark Anthony Hughes
2 Paul T. Miller
Dissertation: Seasonal Nutrient 
Dynamics In A  Small-Scale 
Constructed Wetland Treating Primary 
Effluent W ith Applications of Effluent 
Reuse in Biomass Production
3 Agnese Minazzo
Dissertation: Time-resolved 
Fluorescence Anisotropy Decay Reveals 
Loop dynamic of the Extra-cellular 
Domain of Human Tissue Factor
2 Vincent Patrick Schnee
Dissertation: The Characterization of 
Cationic Pseudostationary Phases for 
Electrokinetic Chromatography
4 Tyler Nations Smith 
4 Tyler Nations Smith
Dissertation: Polyamides from 
D-Glucaric Acid: Synthesis, 
Characterization, and Applications 
of Higher Molecular Weight Poly-D- 
Glucaramides 
4 Jesse James Stine
Dissertation: Analytical Applications 





Dissertation: Assessing Forest Responses 
to Climate Change and Resolving 
Productivity Measurements Across 
Spatial Scales
3 Melissa Lynn Baker
Dissertation: An Evaluation of 
Visitor Decisions Toward Alternative 
Transportation in Glacier National Park 
within the Context of Their Desired 
Recreational Experience
2 Katherine E Bleiker
Dissertation: Multi-Partner Mutualisms: 
Interactions Among the Mountain Pine 
Beetle and Two Ophiostomatiod Fungal 
Associates
3 Neal A. Christensen
Dissertation: Human Bonds with 
Public Wildland Places: Segmenting 
Communities to Inform Natural 
Resource Management
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3 Chad E. Dear
Dissertation: Causes and Consequences 
o f Displacement in Banhine National 
Park, Mozambique
4 Robert Gregory Dvorak
Dissertation: Changing human 
relationships with wilderness: 
Developing a relationship model and 
understanding forces o f change.
1 Shawn Thomas McKinney
Dissertation: The Role of Forest 
Health Conditions on Seed Predation 
and Dispersal in W hitebark Pine: An 
Ecosystem Comparison Between the 
Northern and Central Rocky Mountains
2 Russell Andrew Parsons
Dissertation: Spatial Variability in Forest 
Fuels: Simulation Modeling &  Effects 
on Fire Behavior 
4 Shelley Walker Saxen 
2 Randy Tanner
Dissertation: Legitimacy and the Use of 
Natural Resources in Kruger National 
Park, South Africa
Fish and Wildlife Biology
2 Kathleen Griffin
Dissertation: Spatial Population 
Dynamics of Western Painted Turtles in 
a Wetland Ecosystem in Northwestern 
Montana
2 Suzanne Cox Griffin
Dissertation: Demography &  Ecology 
of a Declining Endemic: The Olympic 
Marmot
2 Frank R. Quamen
Dissertation: A  Landscape Approach 
to Grassland Bird Conservation in the 
Prairie Pothole Region of the Northern 
Great Plains
3 Brett Lincoln Walker
Dissertation: Greater Sage-Grouse 
Response to Coal-Bed Natural Gas 
Development and West Nile Virus in 
the Powder River Basin, Montana and 
Wyoming, U SA
Geology
3 Matthew T. Zunker
Dissertation: Patterns and Processes of 
Three-Dimensional Flow Ripples on the 
Tidal Sand Flats of Netarts Bay, Oregon 
History
3 Nicholas Curchin Peterson Vrooman 




Dissertation: The Diaspora of Korean 
Children: A  Gross-Cultural Study of 
the Educational Crisis in Contemporary 
South Korea
1 William J. Gleason
2 Coral M. Gubler
Dissertation: Exploring the Relationship 
of Physical Activity with Inflammation 
and Cardiovascular Disease Risk 
1 Deborah Evelyn Holland
Dissertation: Resolving Employment 
Retention Barriers to Enhance Self- 
Sufficiency for Missoula County TANF 
Recipients 
4 Catherine A. Ipsen
3 A nn Reina Saitow
1 Nobuo Yasuda
Integrative Micro & Biochem
4 Sudhakar S. Agnihothram 
4 Tayyba Tabassum Baig
Dissertation: Studies o f dimerization 
and packaging signals in HIV-2 RNA
2 Jeffrey Scott Piotrowski
Dissertation: Succession of Arbuscular 
Mycorrhizal Fungi: Causes, 
Consequences, and Considerations 
4 Rahul Raghavan
Mathematics
3 Scott Alan Lambert
Dissertation: Spectral Preserver 
Problems in Uniform Algebras 
3 N ’Djekomom Dara Laobeul
Dissertation: Regularization Methods 
For Ill-Posed Poisson Imaging Problems 
3 Hillary Dee VanSpronsen
Dissertation: Proof Processes of Novice 
Mathematics Proof Writers
Neuroscience
3 Christopher Scott Greil
Dissertation: Acute cellular uptake of 
abnormal prion protein is cell type and 
scrapie strain independent
Organismal Biology & Ecology 
3 Michelle L. Anderson
Dissertation: The Edge Effect: Lateral 
Habitat Ecology of a River Flood Plain 
1 Jedediah Farrell Brodie
Dissertation: Wildlife Poaching and 
the Seed Dispersal of Choerospondias 
Axillaris in a TropicalForest
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3 Claudio Ivan Meier
Dissertation: Cottonwood 
Establishment in a Gravel-Bed River
2 Christine Whitney Miller
3 Michael Roger Morris
Dissertation: The Contribution of 
Spawning Pacific-Salmon to Nitrogen 
Fertility and Vegetation Nutrition 
During Riparian Primary Succession 
on an Expansive Floodplain of a Large 
River
2 Meredith Bettencourt Swett
Dissertation: Hormonal Mediation of a 
Unique Behavioral Polymorphism in the 
White-Throated Sparrow (Zonotrichia 
Albicollis)
3 Paula A. Trillo
3 Jennifer Lynn Williams
Dissertation: An experimental 
demographic approach to exotic plant 
success: Cynoglossum officinale in its 
native and introduced ranges
Phannacol/Pharmaceutical Scien
4 Chih-Kai Chao
Dissertation: The vesicular glutamate 
transporter (VGLUT): heterologous 
expression, proteoliposome, 
computational and mass spectral studies 
3 Brian Hall
Dissertation: Structure Activity 
Relationships for Intracellular Loop 2 of 
the 4H T1A  Serotonin Receptor 
1 Flavia Elias Pereira
Dissertation: Role of Sodium Arsenite 
in Atherogenesis 
3 John Marcus Prins
Dissertation: Chronic low-level Pb2+ 
exposure alters proteins involved in 
energy metabolism in auditory neurons 
of the brainstem 
1 Ava-Gaye Rhule
Dissertation: Effects of the Medicinal 
Herb, Panax Notoginseng, on the Fate 
and Function of Professional Antigen 
Presenting Cells
Psychology
3 Rita Haidle Billow
1 Jennifer Lynn Brinegar
4 Delia C. Campfield
Dissertation: Cyber Bullying and 
Victimization: Psycho-Social 
Characteristics of Bullies, Victims, and 
Bully/ Victims
1 Alison Margaret Cobb
Dissertation: “Such Sweet Sorrow”:
The Therapeutic Relationship Upon 
Termination
3 Diana Marchetti
Dissertation: A  comparative study of 
divorced families utilizing supervised 
visitation services: child behavior, 
interparental conflict, parenting 
attitudes, and parental stress
4 Nicole McCray
3 Marie Middleton
Dissertation: Development of the 
Secondary Conditions Among 
Adolescents with Disabilities (SCAAD) 
Instrument: An Exploratory Study
4 Christopher S. Miller
3 Stacy Lee Miller
4 Kristen Maria O ’Shea
4 Katherine Michelle Peavy
3 Wendy Michelle Rothman
4 Brooke Rose Spangler 
4 Heather Marie Ulrich
Also with Major in Psychology 
4 Melissa Dawn Young
Dissertation: Finding Meaning in 
the Aftermath of Trauma: Resilience 
and Posttraumatic Growth in Female 
Survivors of Intimate Partner Violence
Toxicology
3 Celeste Bolin
Dissertation: Oxidative Stress and the 
Guanosine Nucleotide Triphosphate 
Pool: Implications for a Biomarker and 
Mechanism of Impaired Cell Function 
2 David Paul Cox
Dissertation: Disruption of 8-hydroxy-2' 
deoxyguanosine DNA Glycosylase 
(O G G I) Antioxidant Response 
Capacity by Sodium Arsenite
4 Sheetal A. Tliakur
Dissertation: Role of Scavenger 




Commissions, Second Lieutenants 
United States Army
The following Army ROTC cadets 
will receive a commission at 
The University of Montana on 
May 10, 2008
Allison S. Anderson 
Samuel B. Banks 
Sean M. Conlon* 
Nicholas H. Genatone 
Daniel R Hartless 
Aaron M. Juhl 
William R. Kessel 
Stephen C. Merrill 
Matthew R. Miller 
Andrew A. Oliver 
Justin M. Perro 
Christopher J. Streich 
Justin D. Talley*
*Cadet Conlon and Cadet Talley will receive a 
commission as Distinguished Military Graduates.
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The main ceremony will last approximately one hour, and all students will 
immediately proceed to their individual ceremonies for distribution of diplomas.
The individual ceremonies will be held in the following locations:
SCHOOL or PROGRAM LOCATION
0  School of Business Adm inistration...............................................Adams Center
School of Education
0  HHP, Curriculum and Instruction, Elementary Education. University Theatre
0  Counseling, Educational Leadership............................................U C  Theatre
0  College of Forestry and Conservation......................................... Adams Center, W est Gymnasium
O  School of Fine A r t s .............................................................................Performing A rts/M ontana Theatre
0  School of Journalism .......................................................................... Outside Anderson Hall
w  (In case of ram, Urey Lecture Hall)
0  Skaggs School of Pharmacy. . ..........................................................University Center Ballroom
0  School of Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation Science------ Music Recital Hall
0  Schopl of Social W o rk ....................................................................... Adams Center, East Gym
0  College of Technology, Associate of
Arts and Bachelor of Applied S cien ces.......................................Adams Center
College of Arts and Sciences
0  A nthropology........................................................................................Performing A rts/M ontana Theatre
0  Biological Sciences.................................................................................Adams Center, W est Gym
0  Chem istry................................................................................................. Chemistry 123
0  Communication Studies......................................................................Urey Lecture Hall
0  Computer S cien ce ................................................................................ Social Science 352
0  Econom ics................................................................................................Turner Hall/Del Brown Room
0  Environmental Studies........................................................................Outside, east side of Rankin Hall
0 E n g lish ......................................................................................................University Center Ballroom
0  Geography................................................................................................ Social Science 356
0  Geology......................................................................................................Liberal Arts 11
®  H isto ry ......................................................................................................Outside Anderson Hall
(In case of rain, Gallagher Business Bldg., Room 106)
0  Liberal Studies....................................................................................... N orth Underground Lecture Hall
Linguistics................................................................................................Corbin Hall 142
0  Mathematical Sciences.......................................................................University Center, Montana Rooms
0  Modern and Classical Languages and Literatures.................U C  Theatre
0  Native American Stu d ies................................................................. University Center 326
0 Philosophy............................................................................................... Brandy Hall/Presidents Room
0 Physics and Astronomy.......................................................................Journalism 304
0  Political Science.................................................................................... Music Recital Hall
0  Psychology............................................................................ .................. University Theatre











































































































































































































































ParkingW ashington-Grizzly  
v __Stadium  .--1








Perform ing Arts & 
Radio/TV Center,,





School o f Law
Parking
MAURICE AVE.
The W illiam  and Rosemary 
^ G a l l a g h e r  Build ing Brantly 




v  House s Dr. Robert Curry 
.H e a lt h  C e n te r , (H .  Corbiif 
V  Hall y
Parking
I J  ParkingParking
Clover Bowl
Aber Hall, DABE . . .  F5 _  _  _  _  _
Adams Center, AC . . . E3 Q Q ( ^ ) Q Q 0  
Admissions & New Student Svs./Lommasson C tr . . .B7 
Alumni Assodation/Brantly . . . C4/5 
Anderson Hall, AH . . . E5 O ©
Art Annex, AA . . . E4
Bio Research Building, . .  . C8
Bookstore/UC . . . F6
Brantly Hall, BRAN . . . C4/5
Business Services/Lommasson C tr. . . B7
Career Services/Lommasson C tr. . . B7
Center for Ethics/1000 E. Beckwith. . . F9
Charles H. Clapp Building, CHCB^. . E9
Chemistry Building, CP . . .  E8 ^
Chem Stores, CS . . . E8 
Clinical Psychology Center, CPC . . .  E9 
Continuing Education/Todd Bldg . . .F6 
Corbin Hall, COR . . . B5 
Craig Hall, DCRA . . .  C7/8 
Curry Health Center, CUR . .  . B/C2/3 
Dahlberg Arena/Adams Center . . . E3 
Davidson Honors College, DHC . . . E7 
Duniway Hall, DDUN . . . B8/9
Education Building, ED . . . D4
Elrod Hall, DELR . . .  B/C9
Emma B. Lommasson Center. . . A/B/C7
Ethics Center/1000 E. Beckwith, EC . . . F9
Financial Aid/Lommasson C tr. . . B7
Fine Arts, FA . . . C/D4/5
Foreign Student & Scholar Svs./Lommasson C tr. 
Forestry, FOR . . . E8 
Foundation/Brantly H a ll. . . C4/5
► Gallagher Building, GBB . . .  C3/4 (in case of rain) 
Grizzly Pool, POOL . . .  F4
Griz Central/Lommasson C tr. . . B7 
Harold C. Urey Lecture Hall, ULH .. . E8 
Health Sciences, HS . .  . C/D8/9 
Heating Plant, HEAT . . . F4 
Hoyt Athletic Complex, HAC . . . E3 
Human Resource Services/Lommasson C tr. . 
International Center, IC . . .  C/D8 
International House, INTH . . .  Cl
► Jeannette Rankin Hall, JRH . . .  E6 
Jesse Hall, DJES . . . A5 ^
► Old Journalism, JOUR . . .  E8 ^




























KUFM Radio-TV . . . C5 
Law School, LAW . . . C/D2/3 
Leopold Institute, LEOI. . . E9 
Liberal Arts, LA . . . D5/6 ( f t  
Lindsay Tennis Complex . . TE5 
Lodge (Lommasson Center), EL . . . A/B7 
Main Hall (Univ. Hall), UH. . . E6/7 
Mansfield Library, MLIB . . . F7 
Mathematics, MATH . . . D7 
McGill Hall, MCG . . . E4 
Miller Hall, DMIL . . . A8/9 
Montana Theatre/PARTTL . J 3  
Music, MUS . . . C/D4 ^  ^
Native American Studies, NAS . . . A6
Natural Sciences, NS . . . E5
N.S. Annex, . . . E6
North Corbin, NCOR . . . B5
N. Underground Lecture Hall, NULH . . . E8 0
Pantzer Hall, DPAN . . . A/B9
Performing Arts 8i RadioTV Center,PART . . .D/E2
Pharmacy-Psychology/Skaggs Building, SB. . .D8
Physical Plant, PP . . . G4
Prescott House, PH . . . F5 
President's Office/Univ. H a ll. . . E6/7 
Printing 8t Graphics/Todd Building . . . F6
. . . D3 
. .  . C5/6 
C5/6
Radio-TV Dept./730 Eddy 
Registrar/Lommasson Ctr 
Residence Life/Turner . .
Riverbowl, RB . . . El 
Schreiber Gym, SG . . . F8 
Skaggs Building, SB . . . D8 
Social Sciences, SS . . . D/E5 ^  
Student Recreation Center, FRC . . . E2 
Tennis Courts, TC . . . E5 
Todd Building . . . F6 
Turner Hall, DTUR . . . C5/6 
University Center, UC . . . F6 
University Relations/Brantly 
University Hall, UH . . . E6/7 
University Theatre, UT . . . C/5 
Urey Lecture Hall, ULH . . . E8 
U.S. Forest Service, USFS . . . E9 
Washington-Grizzly Stadium, WGS . . F3/4 
Work-Based Learning/Lommasson C tr . . . B7
C4/5
in  case o f rain)
_
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